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Abstract

Comparing contours is an important problem in content-based image retrieval and object
recognition. While humans can easily assess the similarity of two contours, a generic
algorithm for approximating this 'perceptual distance' has proved elusive. We argue

that a multiscale approach is required for this task and introduce a conceptually simple
yet highly effective segment-based algorithm (Hierarchical Procrustes Matching (HPM))
which outperforms existing techniques on benchmark retrieval tests. Whereas HPM is

designed to match complete contours, many real-world applications of shape matching
involve partial occlusion and clutter. Probabilistic approaches to shape matching are

particularly well-equipped to handle these problems, yet previous work in this area has
focused on matching unordered point sets rather than contours. After reviewing the
basic ideas behind probabilistic matching, we show how it can be extended to handle
both contours and part-based shapes. In the final chapters of the thesis, we move from

pairwise matching to the more complex problem of modeling shape classes. We present

linear and nonlinear generative probabilistic models for both contours and unordered
point sets and apply these to a variety of data sets. A particularly interesting finding is
that the nonlinear contour model performs very well on a benchmark correspondence
test relative to state-of-the-art alternatives.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Why Study Shape?

Quantitative shape analysis is fundamental to many important applications spanning a

large variety of domains. Some illustrative examples include:

1. Image retrieval, e.g. retrieve images from a database which are most similar to a

given query image.

2. Computer Vision, e.g. locate the tennis racquet in a given photograph.

3. Biomedical Image Registration and Analysis, e.g. compare normal corpus collosi
to those with a specific pathology.

4. Chemoinformatics, e.g. understand the relationship between shape and observed
chemical behavior for a group of related molecules.

5. Biology, e.g. investigate the relationship between skull morphology and gender in
gorillas.

Let us define a shape as a set of 2D or 3D points (the terms shape and point set are used

synonymously throughout this thesis). Even under this simplified definition, the above
examples involve different types of shape analysis which we now consider.

Labeled or Unlabeled?

In example 5, a trained biologist might manually label corresponding points of each
skull {e.g. the tip of each nose, the bottom of the chin,...). However, such complete,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

precise manual labeling is either impossible or impractical in examples 1 to 4: image
databases can be huge, the pointwise correspondence between the smooth contours of
corpus collosi can only be approximated by visual inspection and molecules often have
complex shapes and can be composed of thousands of atoms. Thus, examples 1-4 differ
from example 5 in that they take unlabeled point sets as input and the correspondence
problem must be solved as part of the analysis. In this thesis, we only consider problems
of this type and note that analysis of labeled point sets is already well-understood - see

Dryden and Mardia (1998) for a comprehensive introduction.

Ordered or Unordered?

If the shapes under consideration represent object boundaries, then the ordering of the
points is meaningful and we refer to such shapes as ordered point sets. In contrast,
there is no intuitive ordering for the atoms of a molecule and we refer to such shapes
as unordered points sets. Both ordered and unordered point sets are considered in this
thesis.

Pairwise Comparison or Group Analysis?

Pairwise comparison of shapes is key to many applications. In retrieval and matching

problems (examples 1 and 2), we are typically only interested in the 'distance' between
two shapes; in chemoinformatics, we might wish to compare just two molecules. In con¬

trast, examples 3 and 4 require an analysis of within-group and between-group variation
- a more demanding task. Both pairwise comparison and group analysis are addressed
in this thesis.

1.1 Thesis Outline

Pairwise matching problems are considered in Chapters 3-5; Chapters 6 and 7 focus on

learning class models from multiple point sets. Discussion of related work and results
of the proposed algorithms are presented in the relevant chapter to keep each chapter as
self-contained as possible. The following is a brief outline of the thesis together with
details of any publications containing the material covered in the relevant chapter:
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Chapter 2 reviews the basics of Procrustes matching which is used extensively through¬
out the thesis.

Chapter 3 introduces a fast, simple method for contour matching and retrieval.

• International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), 2005 [McNeill
& Vijayakumar, 2005].

Chapter 4 extends the approach in Chapter 3 to a hierarchical technique which leads to

improved retrieval performance.

• IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2006
[McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2006a],

Chapter 5 describes probabilistic approaches to pairwise matching for both ordered and
unordered shapes.

• International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), 2006 [McNeill & Vi¬

jayakumar, 2006b].

• International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), 2006 [McNeill & Vijayaku¬
mar, 2006d],

• Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), 2006 [McNeill &

Vijayakumar, 2006c],

Chapter 6 shows how to learn a generative probabilistic class model for unordered point
sets.

• submitted to IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence

(PAMI).

Chapter 7 addresses the same problem as Chapter 6 but for ordered point sets.

• International Conference on Machine Teaming (ICML), 2007 [McNeill & Vi¬

jayakumar, 2007].

Chapter 8 discusses the main contributions of the thesis and plans for future work.



Chapter 2

Procrustes Matching

Procrustes analysis forms the basis of modern statistical shape analysis of labeled point
sets.1 Here, we review some basic results from Procrustes analysis that will be used
to analyze unlabeled point sets. With the exception of Section 2.4, the material in this
chapter is adapted from Dryden and Mardia (1998) where derivations for the stated re¬

sults can be found. The results in Section 2.4 are straightforward extensions of those in
Section 2.2.

2.1 Introduction

Consider the shapes in Figs. 2.1a and 2.1b.2 It is obvious that these shapes are very

similar despite the difference in rotation, scale and position on the page. More generally,
we can say that rotation, scale and translation (the similarity transformations) have little
or no effect on the perceptual distance between any two shapes. Given this observation,
it seems sensible that quantitative techniques for analyzing shapes should be invariant to
the similarity transformations; this is precisely the idea behind Procrustes analysis.

1 The term Procrustes comes from the Greek myth concerning the villain Damastes. Briefly, Damastes
would offer travelers hospitality for the night and then stretch them on a rack or saw off their extremities
to make them fit the bed. This practice earned Damastes the nickname Procrustes which translates as
"stretcher".

2Many of the figures in this thesis, including Fig. 2.1, contain shapes from the MPEG-7 shape data set
discussed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 2.1: Two similar shapes for which the correct correspondence is known (a,b)

aligned using Procrustes matching (c).

2.2 Procrustes Matching in Arbitrary Dimensions

Assume that we have two point sets of equal size represented by the matrices X,Y 6

RJxM, where J is the number of points andM is the number of dimensions - so each row
contains the coordinates of a single point. For now, we assume that the correspondence
between the two shapes is known and that the j-th row of X corresponds to the j-th row

of Y.

To match Y to X, we rotate, scale and translate Y in order to minimize the sum of

squared distances between corresponding pairs of points. Formally, we minimize

D2(X,Y) EE ||X — pYF — lyVT||2, (2.1)

where ||X|| = Tr(XTX)1/'2 is the Euclidean norm, P is a scale parameter, T is an M xM
rotation matrix, v £ RM is a translation vector and lj is the J x 1 vector of ones. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that both shapes have been centered:

X+- (iz-ilylflx, Y<- fly-ilyljV- (2"2>J ) V J
The matrix Ij — jlylJ is called the centering matrix. For centered shapes, it can be
shown that the transformations which minimize eq.(2.1) are given by

where the matrices U and V come from the singular value decomposition (SVD)

mm-™"-
Fig. 2.1c shows the shape in Fig. 2.1b matched to the shape in Fig. 2.1a using this
method.
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2.3 Planar Procrustes Matching

For 2D point sets (e.g. Fig. 2.1), there is an alternative formulation of the matching
problem that leads to simple expressions for the optimal transformations and does not
require SVD. Specifically, we treat each 2D point as a point in the complex plane and
so replace the coordinate matrices X,Y (E R7x2 with complex vectors u,w £ CJ. The
minimization problem in eq.(2.1) becomes

D2(u,w) = ||u — pe'ew — (a + ib)lj\\2, (2.5)

where ||u||2 = u*u is the /2-norm ('*' denotes the complex conjugate), P G M is the scale
parameter, 0 e R is the angle of rotation and a + ib G C is the translation. Assuming that
the vectors u and w are centered to have mean equal to zero, the values of 0, P, a and b
that minimize eq.(2.5) are given by

0 = Z(w*u), P=M, a = b = 0, (2.6)
(w*w)

where Z(-) denotes the complex argument.
Once matched, the sum of squared distances between corresponding points is given

by
llw*ull2

doSD(u,w) = u*ii— — (2.7)ssdv ' ) (w*w) v
In some cases, it is desirable to normalize for the number of points and work with the av¬

erage squared distances between corresponding points. We define the Procrustes mean

squared error (PMSE) to be

4mse(u,w) = J (u*u- • (2.8)
Note that J|SD and <7pMSE are not symmetric in their arguments and so are not strictly

distance metrics. This asymmetry is easily removed by scaling both point sets to unit
size prior to matching. Substituting u <— u/||u|| and w <— w/||w|| into eq.(2.7) gives the
expression for the full Procrustes distance (FPD):3

( 11w*u112 \
^fpd(u,w) =11 — ) . (2.9)

\ uuwwJ
3The substitutions incorporate the scale normalization into the computation of the FPD and hence, the

unsealed vectors u and w should be used to evaluate eq.(2.9).
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The word 'full' indicates that we have optimized over the full set of similarity transfor¬
mations: rotation, scale and translation. There are many useful variants of this approach
(see Dryden and Mardia (1998)); for example, when dealing with molecules (Chapter
6), one typically does not allow any scaling. Finally, it is worth noting that Jfpd always
lies in the interval [0,1].

In the previous sections, it was assumed that the pointwise correspondence between the
two shapes is known. If the correspondence is not known, one possible approach to

shape matching is to use an alternating two step algorithm:

1. Given a geometric alignment of the shapes, find the optimal correspondence.

2. Given a correspondence between the shapes, align them using Procrustes match-

This is essentially the approach taken in Chapter 5, but importantly, soft correspondences
are used whereby a weight between zero and one indicates the strength of correspon¬
dence between a pair of points. In this case, we are faced with a weighted Procrustes

problem in step 2 and must replace the Euclidean distance in eq.(2.1) with

2.4 Weighted Procrustes Matching

mg.

£>wtd(x,Y) = ||x-pYr-iyvT||^td, (2.10)

where

X11wtd = T^X^LX)1/2, with E E M.JxJ a diagonal matrix with positive entries.
(2.11)

If we use the modified centering procedure

(2.12)

then the optimal transformations are given by eqs.(2.3) and (2.4).



Chapter 3

Cyclic Procrustes Matching (CPM)

In this chapter, we introduce a fast, simple matching algorithm for comparing closed
contours and show that it performs well on a benchmark retrieval test.1

3.1 Shape Representation

We represent a contour by a reasonably small number of contour points (e.g. J = 50 or
100) which facilitates efficient processing and matching. In particular, this ensures that
the number of possible correspondences between any two shapes is small and that the
cost of evaluating any specific correspondence is low. There are two ways in which the
contour points might be chosen:

Feature-based for example, choosing points based on maximal curvature [Super, 2004a]
or distance from the centroid [Zhang et al., 2003].

Equal-spacing as used in the curve matching algorithm of Sebastian et al. (2003) and
the 'shape contexts' work of Belongie et al. (2002).

Note that feature-based approaches implicitly assume that some contour points are more

important than others, whereas the equal-spacing representation is simply an approxi¬
mation to the true contour and essentially assigns equal importance to all parts of the
contour. Also, a feature-based approach may be well-suited to a specific type of shape
but poorly suited to a different type. For example, points of maximal curvature are ap¬

propriate when comparing aeroplane contours [Zhang et al., 2003], but would not be
'The material contained in this chapter is also described in [McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2005].

8
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(a) binary images (b) boundaries (c) 100 point
representations

(d) matched
shapes

Figure 3.1: (a,b,c) Representing shape boundaries by point sets; the highlighted points
in (c) indicate the arbitrary start points on each shape, (d) The optimal correspondence
and alignment using Cyclic Procrustes Matching (CPM).

suitable for comparing diatoms (Fig. 4.7). Since we are interested in generic shape

matching/retrieval from a potentially diverse database, we use the equal-spacing repre¬

sentation.

Fig. 3.1 shows two binary images, the contour extracted from each image and the equal-
spacing representation of each contour. In Fig. 3.1c, both shapes are represented by
J = 100 points but the starting position on each contour is arbitrary, i.e. the correspon¬

dence is unknown. Note that if the correct correspondence was known, we could as¬

sess the similarity of the two shapes using the full Procrustes distance (FPD) defined in
eq.(2.9). Thus, a possible way to handle the unknown correspondence is to compute the
FPD for all possible correspondences and define the shape distance as the minimum of
these values. This brute force evaluation strategy is acceptable here because the num¬

ber of evaluations grows linearly with the number of points due to the ordered nature of
the point sets - see below. Furthermore, the Procrustes distance itself is very cheap to

compute.
To formalize the above idea, we use the complex notation of Section 2.3 and consider

two shapes u,w € CJ. For both shapes, the points are indexed in the order that they

3.2 The Correspondence Problem
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appear on the boundary, counting clockwise from some arbitrary starting point. We
assume that the 'correct' correspondence between the two shapes can be recovered by
re-indexing the points of w using

Wj <- W(;+p)|y, p G {0,1,2, 1}, (3.1)

where p|y denotes 'p mod J\ Forcing all the indices to change by the same shift para¬
meter (p) in this way ensures that the cyclic ordering of the points is maintained. This
constraint on the re-indexing also makes the implicit assumption that corresponding fea¬
tures are located at the same distance along the perimeter of each shape (cf. Chapters 4
and 7). Given the simple form of eq.(3.1), there are only J potential correspondences
- the indices of u remain fixed and we run over the J possible values of p. The cyclic
Procrustes distance (CPD) is defined as

dCPD(u,w)= min dFPD(u,w^p), (3.2)
pe{o,i,2,...,y-i}

where w_+p denotes the vector w with its entries cyclically shifted by p positions. The
CPD can be made invariant to reflection by comparing u to both w and its complex
conjugate, w*:

^cpd(u>w) = min{dCPD(u, w),JCpd(u,w*)}. (3.3)

We refer to the use of d'CPD to match and correspond shapes as cyclic Procrustes Match¬
ing (CPM). The match associated with CPM can be visualized by applying the relevant
transformation (eq.(2.6)). A simple example of this is shown in Fig. 3.1; the initial corre¬
spondence is arbitrary (3.1c) but the correspondence associated with the CPM is clearly
sensible (3. Id). The example in Fig. 3.2 emphasizes the invariance of CPM to the sim¬
ilarity transformations. We now consider the performance of CPM on a benchmark
retrieval test.

3.3 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of CPM on the MPEG-7 shape data
set2; see Section 4.3 for the performance of CPM on other data sets.

The "Bullseye Test" on the MPEG-7 shapes has been used extensively to assess the

performance of shape retrieval algorithms. The data set is composed of 1400 binary

2http://www.cis.temple.edu/~latecki/research.html#shape
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2: Using CPM to correspond and align shapes.

T
IYm^

Figure 3.3: Example shapes from the MPEG-7 data set.

images with a single shape in each image. There are 70 different classes and 20 obser¬
vations in each class. Some of the shapes are shown in Figure 3.3. In the bullseye test, a

shape is presented as a query and the top 40 matches are retrieved (from the entire data
set - the test shape is not removed). The task is repeated for each shape and the number
of correct matches (out of a maximum possible 20) are noted. A perfect performance re¬

sults in 1400 x 20 = 28000 matches. Results are given as a percentage of this maximum
score.

Table 3.1 shows, to the best of our knowledge, the best published bullseye scores.

The computation time required to compute a single pairwise score is also listed if avail¬
able. Note that the different algorithms will have been implemented in different pro¬
gramming languages and ran on different computers.

Table 3.2 gives the bullseye scores achieved by CPM for various values of J - the
number of points used to represent the shape. The main observation is that CPM is
reasonably accurate even for small J where the computation time becomes particularly
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Table 3.1: Bullseye scores for the MPEG-7 shape data set - best published results only.
Times given refer to a single pairwise comparison.

Algorithm Score (%) Time (ms)

Internal Distances [Ling & Jacobs, 2005] 85.40 310

Multiscale Representation [Adamek & O'Connor, 2004] 84.93 7

Polygonal Multiresolution [Attalla & Siy, 2005] 84.33 10

Chance Probability Functions [Super, 2004b] 82.69 2.5

Optimized Curv. Scale Space [Mokhtarian & Bober, 2003] 81.12 0.18

Generative Model [Tu & Yuille, 2004] 80.03 200

RACER [Super, 2003] 79.09 0.4

Morphological Curv. Scale Spaces [Jalba et al., 2006] 78.8 N/A

Distance Sets [Grigorescu & Petkov, 2003] 78.38 700

Curve Edit Distance [Sebastian et al., 2003] 78.17 >1000

Contour-based Rep. [Adamek & O'Connor, 2003] 77.76 1

Eigenshapes [Super, 2004a] 76.92 0.6

Shape Contexts [Belongie et al., 2002] 76.51 200

Part Correspondence [Latecki et al., 2000] 76.45 50

Original Curv. Scale Space [Mokhtarian et al., 1997] 75.44 N/A

competitive. We note that, in contrast to the other papers cited here, the score published

by Super (2004b) was not achieved using nearest neighbor retrieval and hence, is not

directly comparable with the other results.

3.4 Discussion and Related Work

The CPM algorithm introduced in this chapter is similar to the approach of Zhang et al.

(2003) who also evaluate the Procrustes distance for cyclic shifts of the point indices.
However, their approach operates on a small set of high curvature points, was only tested
on a little-known data set and was not compared to state-of-the-art algorithms. The main

finding from this chapter is that, despite its simplicity, CPM is competitive in terms of
speed and performance compared to modern shape matching algorithms. Also, CPM is
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Table 3.2: Bullseye scores using the cyclic point matching algorithm (CPM).

Number of points (J) Score (%) Computation time per pairwise match (ms)
10 67.04 0.08

20 74.13 0.16

40 76.66 0.51

60 76.83 1.5

80 77.01 2.9

100 77.04 4.5

150 77.06 10

200 77.08 17

not subject to local minima problems (all possibilities are evaluated) and we have found
that CPM typically selects a close to optimal correspondence even though the shape

similarity score (eq.(3.3)) lacks the discriminative power of some of the approaches in
Table 3.1. As we shall see in the next chapter, these properties make CPM a useful

technique for initializing a more sophisticated matching algorithm.
Keogh et al. (2006) have applied algorithms from time series analysis such as Dy¬

namic time warping (DTW) to shape matching. These techniques can be applied to

generic time series style shape representations; for example, representing a shape as a

ID series, where each boundary point is represented by its distance from the centroid.
An important property of this type of representation is that it enables pairs of bound¬
ary points (one from each shape) to be compared directly without any dependence on a

global alignment. In contrast, the global nature of Procrustes-based approaches means

that the correspondence and geometric alignment are coupled, so techniques such as

DTW cannot be applied directly. However, as will be discussed in Section 5.5, this

problem could be addressed using a hidden Markov model (HMM) with an expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977] which iterates between choosing
the correspondence (essentially doing DTW) and updating the alignment transforma¬
tions. It is possible that the impressive speed-ups introduced by Keogh et al. (2006)
could also be adapted to Procrustes-based methods, but this is not investigated in this
thesis.



Chapter 4

Hierarchical Procrustes Matching

(HPM)

The CPM algorithm described in the previous chapter is an efficient technique for match¬
ing contiguous closed contours, but its reliance on global linear transformations is a sig¬
nificant limitation. This issue is addressed in this chapter by introducing a multiscale
version of CPM.1

4.1 Motivation and Related Work

Simple, global point matching methods such as CPM and that of Zhang et al. (2003)
work surprisingly well in many shape retrieval and classification tasks. These find a sin¬
gle linear transformation which best aligns one point set with the other. This approach
fails when more complex transformations are present such as independent movement of
parts or smooth deformations (Fig. 4.1). To deal with such cases, more local or non¬
linear approaches can be effective [Bookstein, 1996, Sebastian et al., 2003]. However,
techniques which focus on local shape differences suffer from other problems. For ex¬
ample, the curve alignment algorithm of Sebastian et al. (2003) remains effective in the
presence of smooth deformations and, to some extent, part articulation. However, the
authors note that their algorithm regards a handwritten "6" and "U" as similar since the
curvature of the two shapes only differs at a few points.

The above discussion indicates that even in apparently simple cases, there can be

'The material contained in this chapter is also described in [McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2006a].

14
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Figure 4.1: Examples of shapes matched using CPM (linear interpolation between points
is used for clarity). The filled circles show corresponding points. In all cases, the correct

correspondence is found, but a good alignment using only translation, rotation and scaling
is not possible.

a large discrepancy between a perceived difference in shape and the approximation of
this difference from a purely global or local perspective. It therefore seems natural to

investigate whether a generic shape matching algorithm should lie somewhere between
these two extremes - a neighborhood-based approach. More generally, one can imagine
an algorithm that is not restricted to comparisons based on a single neighborhood size.
The Hierarchical Procrustes Matching (HPM) algorithm presented in this chapter is a

multiscale approach that investigates shape matching at a variety of different positions
(segment start points) and 'scales' (segment lengths). In shape matching, 'scale' can
relate to a number of related ideas: frequency (e.g. wavelets [Costa & Cesar, 2001]), the

degree of filtering that the shape has undergone [Del Bimbo & Pala, 1999, Mokhtarian
& Bober, 20031, or the resolution at which the shape is sampled [Attalla & Siy, 2005].
Here, the notion of scale arises through the matching process (rather than just the shape

representation) since the least squares criteria used to assess segment similarity is domi¬
nated by the 'global' shape of the segment (see Figs. 4.3-4.5).

As noted in the previous chapter, many techniques match shapes based on specific
features, such as points of zero curvature [Mokhtarian & Bober, 2003], points of min¬
imum curvature [Del Bimbo & Pala, 1999], and convex/concave segments [Milios &
Petrakis, 2000, Latecki & Lakamper, 2002], In contrast, HPM compares segments ex¬

plicitly and does not restrict itself to working with segments of a particular type. Essen¬

tially, HPM approximates a mapping which takes any segment of one shape (i.e. with
any start point and length) to its counterpart on the other shape. Such a mapping must
allow for the fact that corresponding regions of shapes often appear at slightly different
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scales and positions. For example, the dorsal fin of a fish may be both larger and further
forward than its counterpart on a second fish. HPM handles this problem by matching
in a global to local direction. Longer segments that have already been matched provide
initial matches for the shorter segments, which can then slide and stretch/contract in or¬

der to find the best matches at this smaller scale. The individual segment matches reflect
the similarity of features that are relevant at the current segment length or scale. In the
context of the fish example, if the backs of the fish are already corresponded, we have a

good estimate as to the correct correspondence of the dorsal fins. We can then search in
the neighborhood of this estimate (i.e. over segments with start points and lengths close
to this estimate) to find the best match. To prevent the algorithm matching fins that are
too far apart (the more candidate segments that are considered, the greater the chances
of finding a spurious match), deviations from the prediction at the previous scale are

penalized. A particularly simple way of implementing this penalty is via the size of the
neighborhood that is searched (Section 4.2.3.1). The motivations behind HPM are illus¬
trated using an alternative example in Fig. 4.2.2 We now describe the algorithm in detail.

4.2 HPM: Algorithm

As in the previous chapter, we are interested in comparing two contiguous closed con¬

tours represented by the ordered point sets u,w G CJ.

4.2.1 Initialization

The first step of HPM is to find a global correspondence between the two shapes u and
w. If this is incorrect then any subsequent steps of HPM are meaningless, so it is im¬

portant that the global correspondence algorithm is robust. The efficient CPM algorithm
described in the previous chapter is well-suited to this task. As noted in Section 3.4 and
demonstrated in Fig. 4.1, CPM does generally find the correct correspondence; the prob¬
lem with CPM is that the matching score (Section 3.2) does not approximate perceptual
shape similarity as well as we would wish.

2Procrustes matching was not used in this schematic example.
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Two shapes to be matched.

Best match at the global scale.

The green segment on the left shape is
poorly matched at the global scale, but
can be well matched at an intermediate
scale if segment sliding is permitted.

The similarity of the detailed structure is
apparent at a smaller scale ifsegment
sliding and scaling is permitted.

Figure 4.2: HPM computes a similarity score between two shapes by combining segment

similarity scores at a variety of scales. In this example, the significant dissimilarity at the

global scale will have a negative impact on the overall score, but the high degree of
similarity at smaller scales will have a positive impact.

4.2.2 Segment Representation

Let us assume that CPM has been used to find a global correspondence between the

shapes u and w and that the points have been relabeled accordingly so that u\ corre¬

sponds to wi, U2 corresponds to W2,... Also, assume that u and w have been scaled so

that the polygons formed by their points have boundary length equal to 100. A segment
of the w polygon is denoted by w(sw, lw), where is the segment's start point and lw is
its length. A segment is represented by k equally spaced points (see below) taken from
the relevant segment of the complete polygon. Note that a segment of any length and
start point (i.e. sw and lw need not be natural numbers) can be represented by any num¬

ber of points, k, by re-sampling from the original polygon. To represent a segment of
length /, we use k ~ j^qJ points - i.e. the original sampling frequency of the boundary
is approximately maintained.
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Ideally, all possible segments of the two shapes would contribute towards the simi¬
larity score (see Section 4.4); in practice, a finite number of segments are used. There
are many potential ways in which these segments might be chosen, but the following
approach is simple and effective. To match w to u, we consider the full shape w, four
segments of length 50, eight of length 25 and sixteen of length 12.5. At each length,

neighboring segments overlap by one half. Each of these segments will, at some stage,
be compared to multiple segments of u which have different start points and lengths.
If the segment of w has k points, the segments of u that it is compared to will also be
represented by k points, enabling the PMSE (eq(2.8)) between segments to be computed.
Note that eq.(2.8) involves normalizing over the number of points; this makes the PMSE
useful when it comes to combining segment match scores at different scales in order to
compute a single match score.

The results in Section 4.3 prove that our choice of four scales and segments which
overlap by one half is effective, but any number of scales or amount of overlap could be
used subject to computational resource constraints.

4.2.3 Hierarchical Matching

We are now in a position to describe the HPM algorithm which is summarized in Al¬

gorithm 1 and illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Two variants of HPM are considered. The first

prevents invalid segment matches by limiting the permitted change in start point and

length from that predicted at the higher scale. The second uses a softer approach which

requires dynamic programming.

4.2.3.1 Fast Method

Consider the task of matching the segment of w of length 50 and start point 0, i.e.

w(0,50). The global correspondence 'predicts' that w(0,50) should be matched to

u(0,50). As discussed in Section 4.1, the segment w(0,50) is allowed to stretch/contract
and slide along the boundary of u, but only to a limited extent. Formally, w(0,50) must
be matched to a segment u(0 ± 85,50 ± 5/), where the maximum values of S,v and 8/
determine the permitted slide and stretch/contraction, and the sums in the arguments are

taken modulo 100. In practice, we consider a finite number of segments with start points
close to 0 and lengths close to 50. Specifically, seven possible start points and seven
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for HPM.
1: Initialize: match u and w using CPM
2: for segment lengths: I = 50,25,12.5 do
3: for segments ofw: m= I,...,# segments at length I do
4: compute the predictedmatch, of segment m based on the matches at the previous

length
5: define a 7 x 7 set of expansion options around the predicted match
6: compute PMSE between segment m and each neighborhood segment of u
7: end for

8: Select matches and get total score for length I based on:

i. PMSE between segments and candidate matches
ii. deviation from match predicted at length /-1
iii. deviation from match predicted by neighbors of same length

9: end for

10: shape similarity = weighted sum of scores at each length

possible lengths are considered, resulting in forty-nine candidate segments of u to which
w(0,50) might be matched (Alg. 1, steps 4-6). From this set of candidates, we select the

segment that is closest to w(0,50) as measured by the PMSE (Alg. 1, step 8 - only 8(i) is
used here; 8(i)-(iii) are used for the dynamic programming approach discussed below).
The same approach is used to match the other segments of length 50. The matched seg¬

ments of length 50 provide initial estimates for matching the segments of length 25 and
so on. The maximum permitted slide and stretch decreases with segment size. In our

experiments, the segments of length 50 were allowed to stretch or contract by a maxi¬
mum of 3% (with increments of 1% being evaluated) and to shift along the boundary by
±1.5%. For segments of length 25, these values were halved, and so on.

The similarity of u and w is a weighted sum of the PMSEs over all the matched seg¬

ments. As mentioned above, the PMSE is normalized for the number of points (eq.(2.8)),
so the PMSEs corresponding to different length segments are of a similar magnitude (re¬
call that the segments of length 50 have ~7/2 points whereas the segments of length
25 have ~7/4 points). However, there is less variation between shorter segments (Figs
4.3-4.5) so the PMSEs are generally smaller. We ensure that matches at every length
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Segment length on w = 25%
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Segment length on w = 12.5%
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Figure 4.3: The segment matches found by HPM for the shapes in Fig. 4.1 a.

make a roughly equal contribution to the final similarity score by giving a higher weight
to PMSEs from shorter segments. Let 5/ denote the sum of PMSEs over the matched
segments at a fixed length I. The asymmetric similarity of u and w is defined as

Aisymm(u,w) = W10o4mSe(u> w) + £ W'S1
/=50,25,12.5

where the wi are constant weights. The weights used for the evaluations in Section 4.3
were determined experimentally, and the same weights were usedfor all data sets. Since

DaSymm(u,w) 7^ Aisymm(w,u), we take the (symmetric) similarity of u and w to be

£>HPm(u, w) = Dasymm(u, w) +Dasymm(w,u). (4.2)

Note that Z)asymm(u,w) (eq.(4.1)) depends on the position of the start point su = 0 on
the polygon u since this determines the segments used for matching. We have not in¬
vestigated whether there is any significant variation in performance associated with this
choice.
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4.2.3.2 Dynamic Programming Approach

This section describes a more sophisticated technique for selecting the segment-segment
matches. In the "fast method" described above, the valid segment mappings were deter¬
mined by a hard limit on the amount that a segment of w could slide and stretch away

from its predicted match on u. Here, we use a softer approach whereby the amount

of slide and stretch is penalized. Consider a segment \v(sw,lw), and assume that its
predicted match on u (given the already matched longer segments) is u(s%,l%). If the
selected match is u(su,lu), then we can penalize the deviation from the predicted match
using the value \(su,lu) — ($«,/£)|. Rather than selecting a segment u(su,lu) purely on

the basis of PMSE, we now select it using

u(s«,Z„) = arg min [dlMSE(u(su,lu),\v(sw,lw)) + XiJ(su,lu) ~ (4.3)
u(w«)

The parameter A,/w specifies the importance of staying close to the predictions at the
current segment length, lw. The A,iw (w = 100,50,25,12.5) should be chosen so that the
penalty terms have a similar impact at each scale. The values used for the evaluations in
Section 4.3 were determined experimentally, and the same values were used for all data
sets.

We may also want to encourage consistency between the matches of neighboring
segments of the same length - bearing in mind that these overlap by one half. For

example, if the segment w(0,50) is slid far to the left of its predicted match on u, it
seems inappropriate that the neighboring segment w(25,50) should slide to the right.
Just as the longer segments predict a match for shorter segments, we can think of a

segment \v(sw,lw) predicting matches for its neighbors on either side. Specifically, if
w (sw, /) is matched to a segment u (su, lu), it predicts that its neighbors of the same length,
w(sw±l/2,l), are matched to u(su±lu/2,lu).

Given a segment w(sw,lw), the segment u(su,lu) that it is matched to will now de¬
pend on the PMSE between the segments, the penalty for choosing u(su,lu) given the
prediction from the already matched longer segments, and an additional penalty asso¬

ciated with the neighbors of w(sw,lw) of the same length. Using this new penalty is
problematic since the neighbors of w(sw,lw) have not already been matched. Unlike
the way that a global match provides predictions for the segments of length 50 and so

on, there is no natural starting place to begin matching when considering segments of
the same length - we must effectively choose all the matches simultaneously. If the
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Segment length on w = 50%

1
Segment length on w = 25%

Segment length on w = 12.5%
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Figure 4.4: The segment matches found by HPM for the shapes in Fig. 4.1 b.

M segments of w of a fixed length / (e.g. there are M = 4 segments of length 50) are
denoted by w(sWl,l),... ,y/(sWm,1), then the segments of u that they are matched to:
u(sml,/ml),. • .,u(sum,1um), are chosen so as to minimize

m

1 = L {^PMSE (v(Sum,lum), V?(sWm ,l))+h\ {sUm ,lUm)~ (sPUm Xm)\
m= l

+ ~^\(sumJum) — {(sum-1 +^«m_i/2),/«m_l)|
+ TrI (sumJum) — ((sUm+i ~ ^«m+i/2),/M(n+l)|}. (4.4)

The first line of this expression is from eq.(4.3), the additional terms represent the
neighbor-to-neighbor constraints and the sums m+l and m-l are taken modulo M. As
in Section 4.2.3.1, we restrict ourselves to considering a fixed number of candidate seg¬

ments (7x7=49 in our experiments) on u for each segment w(sWtn,l). In this case, min¬
imizing J is a cyclic shortest path problem which can be solved using Dijkstra's algo¬
rithm. The nodes of the shortest path correspond to the selected u(sUl, ZMl),..., u(sUM, lUM),
and the cost of the shortest path is the contribution to the similarity score, 5/ (eq.(4.l)),
at length I. Eqs.(4.l) and (4.2) are used to compute the similarity of shapes u and w.
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Global match

Segment length on w = 50%

Segment length on w = 25%

Segment length onw= 12.5%

Figure 4.5: The segment matches found by HPM for the shapes in Fig. 4.1c.

4.2.4 Normalized Procrustes Distances

It is interesting to consider whether the 'confidence' with which each segment match
is chosen (out of the candidate matches available) carries useful information about the

quality of the overall match. To investigate this idea, we normalize the PMSEs associated
with a segment of w and its candidate matches on u by making the average PMSE equal
to 1, and then apply HPM as normal. This means that when a selected match is much
better than the other candidate matches, it will make a very small contribution to the
similarity score - recall that a small score indicates high similarity. Using this approach,
the similarity of two shapes (eq.(4.2)) will be a crude measure of the average confidence
with which each segment match is selected, rather than an absolute measure of shape
similarity. The surprisingly good results achieved using this confidence measure (Section
4.3) highlights the strong correlation between shape similarity and the uniqueness of the
optimal segment matches. We discuss this further in Section 4.5.
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4.3 Experiments and Evaluations

The proposed algorithm was applied to the shapes in Fig. 4.1. The matched segments
are shown in Figs. 4.3-4.5. Note that similar features are generally well matched at the
scale at which they become prominent, whereas genuinely dissimilar features {e.g. the
horses' tails, Fig. 4.3) are never well aligned.

We now consider the performance of HPM on benchmark data sets. Four variants of
the algorithm are considered:

• CPM: Cyclic Procrustes matching (Chapter 3 and Section 4.2.1)

• HPM-F: fast HPM (Section 4.2.3.1)

• HPM-DP: dynamic programming HPM (Section 4.2.3.2)

• HPM-Fn: fast HPM with normalized PMSEs (Section 4.2.4)

Shapes were described by 7=100 points in all cases.

4.3.1 MPEG-7 Shapes

This data set and the associated "bullseye test" are described in Section 3.3. In Table
4.1, we have added the results achieved using HPM to those listed in Table 3.1.

4.3.2 GESTURES Data

The data set consists of 980 shapes generated from 17 hand gestures. Milios and Petrakis
(2000) used the 17 original shapes as queries and human relevance data as the ground
truth with respect to which different algorithms can be evaluated.3 Figure 4.6a shows the
precision-recall plots4 from Milios and Petrakis (2000) augmented with our own results -
the results for HPM-DP were very similar to those for HPM-F and have been omitted for
clarity. Both CPM and HPM outperform the segment-based method described by Milios
and Petrakis (2000). The algorithms proposed by Belongie and Malik (2000), Sebastian

3GESTURES data set and relevance information for GESTURES and MARINE data available at:

http://www.ced.tuc.gr/~petrakis
4Precision is the number of relevant shapes retrieved divided by the total number of retrieved shapes.

Recall is the number of relevant shapes retrieved divided by the total number of relevant shapes in the data
set.
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Table 4.1: Bullseye scores for the MPEG-7 shape data set.

Algorithm Score (%) Time (ms)
HPM-Fn 86.35 600

Internal Distances [Ling & Jacobs, 2005] 85.40 310

Multiscale Representation [Adamek & O'Connor, 2004] 84.93 7

Polygonal Multiresolution [Attalla & Siy, 2005] 84.33 10

HPM-F 84.07 600

HPM-DP 83.98 1200

Chance Probability Functions [Super, 2004b] 82.69 2.5

Optimized Curv. Scale Space [Mokhtarian & Bober, 2003] 81.12 0.18

Generative Model [Tu & Yuille, 2004] 80.03 200

RACER [Super, 2003] 79.09 0.4

Morphological Curv. Scale Spaces [Jalba et al., 2006] 78.8 N/A

Distance Sets [Grigorescu & Petkov, 2003] 78.38 700

Curve Edit Distance [Sebastian et al., 2003] 78.17 >1000

Contour-based Rep. [Adamek & O'Connor, 2003] 77.76 1

CPM 77.04 4.5

Eigenshapes [Super, 2004a] 76.92 0.6

Shape Contexts [Belongie et al., 2002] 76.51 200

Part Correspondence [Latecki et al., 2000] 76.45 50

Original Curv. Scale Space [Mokhtarian et al., 1997] 75.44 N/A

et al. (2003), and Attalla and Siy (2005) have also been tested on this data.5 From a

visual inspection of their results, it seems that HPM outperforms the Shape Contexts

approach of Belongie and Malik (2000), performs similarly to the algorithm of Attalla
and Siy (2005) and performs worse than the curve alignment algorithm of Sebastian et al.
(2003).

5We requested the relevant results from the authors but did not receive a reply.
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Figure 4.6: Precision-recall plots for (a) the GESTURES data, and (b) the MARINE data.
Results for DP-nonoptimal, DP-optimal, Fourier descriptors, sequential moments, and

geometric moments taken from Milios and Petrakis (2000).
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4.3.3 MARINE Data

The data set contains the outlines of 1100 different marine species [Mokhtarian & Bober,
2003].6 There are 20 query shapes and human relevance information is again used to
evaluate performance [Milios & Petrakis, 2000]. Precision-recall plots are shown in Fig¬
ure 4.6b (the results for HPM-DP are similar to those ofHPM-F and are omitted). Again,
HPM outperforms the technique described by Milios and Petrakis (2000) except when a

large number of shapes are retrieved. Note that this time the difference in performance
between CPM and HPM is more pronounced. The algorithm of Attalla and Siy (2005)
has also been tested on this data set. From a visual inspection of their results, it is clear
that HPM performs significantly better on this data set.

4.3.4 DIATOM Data

The data set consists of 781 outlines of individual diatoms [Jalba et al., 2006].7 The

examples are not distributed equally among the 37 species, so Jalba et al. (2006) ap¬

plied a modified bullseye test whereby the number of retrieved shapes is set at twice the
relevant class size. Some shapes from the data set are shown in Fig. 4.7. We achieved

bullseye scores of: CPM - 63.57%, HPM-F - 74.12%, HPM-DP - 73.41% and HPM-Fn
- 79.89%. HPM-Fn outperforms all but one of the techniques tested by Jalba et. al.:
Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [Mokhtarian & Bober, 2003] - 66%, Fourier descriptors -
73.7%, wavelet descriptors - 74.2%, Morphological Curvature Scale Space [Jalba et al.,
2006] - 82.2%. Our results for this data set are likely to have suffered due to HPM's
dependence on the global correspondence. The shapes have approximate rotational and
reflectional symmetry (Figure 4.7) which suggests four potential choices of global cor¬
respondence between any two shapes. Ideally, all of these should be investigated using
HPM.

Looking at the results for all the data sets, it is clear that HPM, and HPM-Fn in par¬

ticular, perform very well relative to existing algorithms.

6http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Research/VSSP/imagedb/derno.html
7Diatoms are single celled algae with silica shells.
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Figure 4.7: Example shapes from the DIATOM data set - shapes in the same row are in
the same class.

4.4 A Continuous Segment Mapping

It is easier to qualitatively assess the performance of HPM if one can examine the match
between perceptual or functional elements of shapes - rather than the segments of pre¬
defined length and start point used by the algorithm. This can be achieved by taking the
matched segment pairs found by HPM as input to a regression problem which outputs a

continuous mapping, i.e. a mapping that takes any segment of w to a segment of u. Fig.
4.8 demonstrates this idea using thin plate spline regression.8 Each point of the plane
in Fig. 4.8a represents a segment of the contour w and similarly, the plane in Fig. 4.8d
represents the segments of the contour u. The continuous segment-to-segment mapping
found by regression was applied to the grid points in Fig. 4.8a to produce the deformed
grid in Fig. 4.8d. Figs. 4.8b,c show the segments of w associated with the highlighted

points in Fig. 4.8a (the circle and the square). The corresponding segments of u are

plotted in Figs. 4.8e,f and it is clear that the mapping has matched the correct segments.
Note that the shorter segment ofw (Fig. 4.8c) is a subsegment of the longer segment (Fig.
4.8b), yet the mapping shifts their start points in different directions and only changes
the length of the shorter segment.

Rather than recovering a segment-segmentmapping from HPM, one could formulate
HPM in a continuous setting from the outset. Let us now assume that w and u are pa¬

rameterized closed curves with arc length parameters sw,su £ (0,100], and use the same

notation w(sw,lw) to denote a segment of w. The aim of a continuous HPM algorithm
would be to find a mapping f(sw,lw) = (su,lu) such that w(sw,lw) corresponds to the
segment u(su, lu) of u. Given a suitable family of functions J , this could be achieved by

8Note that the regression gives the segment mapping. We are not using thin plate splines to deform
one shape onto the other as in Bookstein (1996).
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Figure 4.8: (a,d) Continuous segment mapping between two shapes. The highlighted

points correspond to the segment matches shown in (b,e) - squares, and (c,f) - circles.
See text for details.

selecting the f e 7 which minimizes an appropriate cost functional. For example
/•100 /-too

f=argmin/ / (d(w(s,l),u(f(s,l))) +AJ|f"||2) dsdl, (4.5)
fej J i=o Js=o

where d(-, •) is a measure of segment similarity and the final term is a smoothness penalty
on f - segments of w with similar start points and lengths should be mapped to segments
of u with similar start points and lengths. The ideas used to construct HPM-DP in
Section 4.2.3.2 were aimed at enforcing this 'smoothness' in a discrete setting. The
minimum value of the functional in eq.(4.5) would indicate the similarity of w and u.

There are additional ideas that could be considered when selecting J or designing the
cost functional. For example, for a fixed fiy, su should be a monotonically increasing
function of sw so that the cyclic order of the segments of w is preserved on u.

Formulating a continuous HPM in this way and applying continuous optimization
techniques may provide a way of avoiding the increase in computation associated with
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searching over many candidate matches (i.e. using a larger or finer neighborhood grid).
In particular, the regularized functional in eq.(4.5) could be faster to minimize than solv¬

ing the dynamic program associated with HPM-DP when it is necessary to consider
many candidate matches. This is important since it is precisely when there are many

candidate matches that the soft, penalty-based approach used in HPM-DP is likely to be
more appropriate than the simpler HPM-F.

4.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have introduced a novel shape matching algorithm which performs
well on benchmark shape retrieval tests. Matching boundary segments of different
lengths avoids problems associated with global and local approaches. The hierarchical
structure of the matching algorithm captures the intuitive notion that matching should
proceed in a global to local direction. While comparison of multiscale shape representa¬

tions is typically based on specific features such as curvature-zero crossings [Mokhtarian
& Bober, 2003] or dominant points [Costa & Cesar, 2001], with HPM there is no need
to define such features. The proposed approach generalizes the idea of finding a point-

to-point correspondence between two shapes to that of finding a segment-to-segment

correspondence. Indeed, we potentially have a different (though not independent) point-
to-point correspondence at each different scale reflecting the fact that matching is dom¬
inated by features prominent at a given scale. This contrasts with methods which find
a single point-to-point correspondence by effectively reparameterizing the curves (e.g.
CPM and Sebastian et al. (2003)).

The results in Section 4.3 indicate that HPM is robust to a number of common trans¬

formations such as independent movement of parts and smooth deformations. Its re¬

liance on segments makes it robust to viewpoint related changes in shape since the indi¬
vidual segments still match quite well even though the global alignment becomes poor
(consider the bats class in Fig. 3.3). HPM requires ordered boundary information and as¬

sumes that the order in which corresponding segments appear is preserved across similar

shapes. The ability of segments to stretch and slide along the boundary they are being
matched to may enable HPM to handle missing features and slight occlusion, but it is
not designed to handle significant occlusion or part rearrangement.

HPM-DP performed worst out of the different variants tested. A penalty-based ap-
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proach to selecting the matches is likely to be more effective when segments are allowed
to slide and stretch to a greater extent than was permitted here. However, it may only be
necessary to use the predictions of the already matched longer segments in such cases

and avoid the use of neighbor-based predictions which necessitate the use of dynamic
programming. Also, the choice of penalty term has not been fully investigated - for
example, the absolute difference between the predicted match and the chosen match
(eq.(4.4)) may not be optimal.

The strong performance of HPM-Fn is particularly interesting. It seems likely that

normalizing the PMSEs between a single segment of one shape and its candidate matches
on the other shape leads to a simple form of novelty detection. For shape regions that
have roughly constant curvature, all the candidate matches will be of a similar quality
and all PMSEs will be similar. Consequently, the contribution of these regions to the
similarity score will not be decisive. One could hypothesize that such regions are, on av¬

erage, less useful for discrimination and that this effective down-weighting is desirable.
On the other hand, there is often a definite best match for more complex segments (we
can think of the segment clicking into place), and this will have a low normalized PMSE
associated with it. Again, we might hypothesize that segments with an intricate struc¬
ture (at the scale being considered) are more useful for discrimination and should have
a greater impact on the similarity score. This is an interesting idea, though somewhat
at odds with the notion of attaching equal significance to all parts of the shape and not

identifying specific types of segment (Section 4.1).
As highlighted in Section 4.3.4, HPM is dependent on the initial correspondence cho¬

sen by CPM. More generally, the matches at a given scale must be at least approximately
correct or we will end up searching for matches at the lower scale in the wrong place.
Though important for efficiency, fixing the matches at higher scales before moving to the
next scale is a weakness of HPM. Future work will investigate alternative formulations
of HPM which avoids making these premature hard matches.



Chapter 5

Probabilistic Shape Matching

The remaining work in this thesis considers probabilistic approaches to shape matching
and modeling; in this chapter, we continue to focus on pairwise matching problems.1

5.1 Introduction

Chapters 3 and 4 addressed the problem of matching unoccluded, closed contours. Though
accurate, the proposed techniques cannot handle occlusion, are unable to utilize points
from other parts of the shape (e.g. interior contours) and are not applicable to unordered
point sets (e.g. comparing molecules). We begin this chapter by describing a probabilis¬
tic point matching (PPM) algorithm which operates on unordered point sets and is robust
to occlusion. The approach has been proposed by various authors, but is covered in de¬
tail here since it forms the basis of the novel techniques presented in the remainder of
the thesis.

Many objects have an inherent part-based structure whereby the possible configura¬
tions of the object can be realized (approximately) by applying rigid transformations to
the individual parts. For example, animals, people, and many man-made objects have
intuitive part structures. Molecules can take different configurations yet the relative

arrangement of localized subsets of the atoms will often be approximately fixed; these
subsets can be thought of as parts. In Section 5.3, we introduce a principled extension to
the basic PPM algorithm specifically for part-based shapes.

'Publication details for this chapter: Section 5.3 - [McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2006c], Section5.4 -
[McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2006d].

32
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In Section 5.4 we extend the PPM model to the case where one of the shapes is
described by a set of line segments. This removes the bias associated with point set
representations of lines, and leads to faster matching for shapes composed of relatively
few line segments. Just as PPM can be seen as an extension of the iterative closest point

algorithm (ICP) [Besl & McKay, 1992] for matching two points sets, probabilistic line

matching (PLM) extends the ICP for matching a point set to a line set.2 The arguments
in favor of PPM and PLM over the 'hard correspondence' based ICP are the same: a soft
correspondence leads to fewer problems with local minima, outliers are easily handled

using a background model, and the variance parameter can either be used to indicate the

required match quality or annealed during matching.

5.2 Unordered Point Sets

The algorithms introduced in this and the following chapter can be applied to shapes
of any dimension, so we will put aside the complex notation used in Chapters 3 and
4 (convenient for 2D shapes) and switch to standard matrix notation.3 Our objec¬
tive is to compute the correspondence and match between the unordered point sets

X = (xi,X2,... ,xjx)T G y — (y1,y2,... ,yjY) G RJyxM. The two point sets can

have different sizes (Jx ^ Jy) and the number of dimensions, M, is arbitrary. Concep¬

tually, we think of X as the model shape or generating shape which is transformed and
then sampled from to give the data points yj of Y. The approach involves a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) (eq.(5.3)) whereby the center of the k-th mixture component is

dependent on the point xk (eq.(5.4)). Given this, we refer to the probability of the k-th
mixture component and the probability of the point xfc interchangeably.

Formally, we assume that the yj are observations from the (higher level) mixture
model

P(yj) =p{yj\v = 0)p(v = 0)+p(yj\v= l)p(v= 1), (5.1)
2The ICP algorithm for matching two point sets iterates between aligning the point sets given a putative

correspondence and choosing a correspondence given the current alignment.
3Examples using 3D shapes are considered in Chapter 6.
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where

p(yj\v~ 0) = Uniform, (5.2)

p(y> = 1) = 7- E^(y#'v== *)• (53)Jx k= l

The mixture component v = 0 represents the 'background model' which ensures that
all data points are explained to some extent, and hence, robustifies the model against
outliers. The 'foreground' component v = 1 is the interesting part. The distribution

p(yj\v = 1) (eq.(5.3)) is the GMM referred to above, but unlike a standard GMM, the
movement of the centers is controlled by a single set of transformation parameters s, T
and c:

yj\(k,v= 1) ^^(sTxk + c,G2I), (5.4)
where fA£(v) denotes the Gaussian distribution, s is a scale parameter, c E RM is a

translation vector and F is anM xM rotation matrix.4
Note that we set p(k\v = 1) = 1 /Jx for all k in eq.(5.3) rather than learning these

mixture coefficients from the data. This prevents any single x* having a large weight and
thus, explaining a large number of the yj - intuitively, a single point of one shape should
not explain a large region of the second shape. Of course, some x* may not explain any

yj (e.g. due to occlusion) and ideally p(k\v = 1) should be zero for these x/.; we have
found that allowing for this possibility has little impact on the results.

To recover matches from poor initial alignments yet still find a tight match where pos¬

sible, we anneal the variance parameter o2 during matching (as in Revow et al. (1996)).
Maximum likelihood estimates for the other model parameters ({v,F, c} and p(y)) are

found using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977] as

follows:

E-step: Compute the responsibilities using the current parameter values and eqs.(5.1)-
(5.4):

p(.yj\k'v = l)ip(v = 1)p(k, V = 1 |yj) = ^ (5.5)
4The background model could be seen as the (Jx +1 )-th component of a 'flat mixture model' and thus,

we could avoid using the higher level variable v altogether. The hierarchical mixture model defined by
eqs.(5. l)-(5.4) is used here because it generalizes easily to the parts-based and line-based cases considered
in the following sections.
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M-step: Update the parameters using the responsibilities:

piy= 1) = -^-Ep(v = 1|y;), p(v = 0) = l — p(y = l), (5.6)JYj= 1
Jy Jx

(s,r,c) = argmin£ £p(^,v= l|y;-)||y;-^rx^-c|| . (5.7)

Eq.(5.7) is a weighted Procrustes matching problem between two points sets, each of
size Jy xJx', the importance of matching the pair (x*, y; ) is given by p{k, v = 1 |y;). This
problem is solved analytically as described in Section 2.4.

Fig. 5.1 shows how PPM performs on matching problems involving occlusion, ir¬

regular sampling and local dissimilarity - a feature of one shape is not present or is

significantly different on the other shape. The black points are the x* that are collec¬
tively transformed to match the green yj; the final matches are scaled up for clarity. See
that many of the x* have no counterparts in (i), whereas it is the y;- that have no counter¬
parts in (iii). In all cases, the sampling frequency of corresponding sections is different,
so there is no perfect point-to-point match. An example of applying PPM to real images
is shown in Fig. 5.2. Note that the points with no counterparts (notably the blade in the
first image and the pencil and writing on the corkscrew in the second) do not prevent the
correct match being found. The results of applying PPM to the MPEG-7 data (Sections
3.3 and 4.3.1) are discussed in Section 5.4.2.

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, this probabilistic approach to matching
unordered point sets has been proposed previously. The algorithms proposed by Chui
and Rangarajan (2000a), Luo and Hancock (2002) and Taylor et al. (2003) all use a

Gaussian mixture model formulation, though Luo and Hancock (2002) use an alternative
approach to handling outliers whilst Chui and Rangarajan (2000a) consider both linear
and nonlinear transformations. The 'Earth Mover's Distance' [Cohen & Guibas, 1999]
and the approaches ofRangarajan et al. (1997) and Chui and Rangarajan (2000b) are not
probabilistic but are strongly related to PPM. All these algorithms are essentially variants
of the well-known Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [Besl & McKay, 1992], a

key difference being that ICP assumes a hard correspondence whereas these use a soft

correspondence (computed during the E-step, eq(5.5)). Another important advantage
of PPM over ICP is its ability to handle outliers and occlusion. In future, we intend
to quantitatively assess this ability using the 'incomplete contour representation tests'
(ICR) proposed by Ghosh and Petkov (2005).
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Figure 5.1: Examples - Probabilistic Point Matching (PPM).

Image 1 Image 2 Initial alignment of Final match
edge detector outputs

Figure 5.2: PPM applied to shapes extracted from real images.

Alternative approaches to matching unordered point sets have been proposed. Hut-
tenlocher et al. (1993) use the alignment transformation that minimizes the Hausdorff
distance.5 Belongie et al. (2002) describe the neighborhood of each point using a ra¬

dial histogram (referred to as the 'Shape Context' at that point) and correspond points
based on neighborhood similarity. The Distance Sets approach of Grigorescu and Petkov
(2003) uses an alternative local descriptor and has been shown to outperform Shape Con¬
texts on both the standard MPEG-7 bullseye test (Table 4.1) and the ICR tests [Ghosh
& Petkov, 2005] mentioned above. We shall see in Section 5.4.2 that PPM outperforms
both of these techniques on the bullseye test; its performance on the ICR tests has not
been evaluated.

sThe Hausdorff distance: compute the distance between each point of the first shape and its nearest
neighbor on the second shape and then take the maximum of these distances.
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In Section 5.4, PPM is extended to handle the case where one of the shapes to be
matched is ordered and the other is unordered; first, we consider the common yet noto¬

riously difficult problem of matching part-based shapes.

5.3 Part-based Probabilistic Matching (PBPM)

The PPM algorithm described in the previous section matches two shapes using a sin¬

gle linear transformation. As discussed in Chapter 4, such a transformation may not be

powerful enough to match perceptually similar shapes (e.g. Fig. 4.1). Chui and Rangara-
jan (2000a) have shown that replacing the linear transformation with a smooth nonlinear
transformation (a thin-plate spline) is an effective solution to this problem in some cases.

However, this modification is not suited to the common problem of matching part-based

shapes. In the examples in Fig. 5.3, the shapes are naturally matched by applying dif¬
ferent linear transformations to the different parts. Globally, such a transformation is
discontinuous and would not be found by searching for a smooth nonlinear transfor¬
mation. In this section, we extend PPM to Part-based Probabilistic Matching (PBPM)
which handles parts explicitly by learning the most likely part structure and correspon¬

dence simultaneously. Two different notions of parts are useful here:

Natural Parts Most shapes have a natural part decomposition (NPD) (Fig. 5.4) and
there are several algorithms available for finding NPDs (e.g. Bennemoun (1994),
Siddiqi and Kimia (1995), Kim et al. (2005)). In object recognition and CBIR,
the query image is frequently a template shape (a binary image or a line drawing)
or a high quality image with no occlusion or clutter; either of these is a suitable

input to a NPD algorithm.6 In contrast, the database images to be searched are

likely to be much more complex and obtaining a reliable NPD for these may not
be possible. With this in mind, we focus on pairwise matching problems where
we have access to a NPD of one shape only. Finally, note that a NPD is a fixed

property of a single shape - it does not arise during the matching process.

Variation-based Parts A different notion of parts has been used in computer vision
[Titsias, 2005], where a part is defined as a set of pixels that undergo the same

6The NPDs used in the examples were constructed manually.
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Figure 5.3: PPM fails to match shapes that display simple part-based variation whereas
PBPM correctly matches the shapes by learning the correct part structure. No natural
part decomposition (NPD) information was used in these examples.
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Figure 5.4: The natural part decomposition (NPD) (b-d) for different representations of a

shape (a).

transformation across images. Unlike natural parts, variation-based parts only
arise through the comparison of two or more shapes.

PBPM matches shapes by finding the variation-based parts. However, this is an under-
constrained problem, so it is important to incorporate prior knowledge about what makes
a 'perceptually valid' part. Here, two types of prior knowledge are used: Firstly, parts
should be spatially localized - intuitively, a part is not composed of subparts from dif¬
ferent locations on the shape. Secondly, we utilize any available NPD information by
forcing variation-based parts to be composed of one or more natural parts. In other
words, the natural parts (rather than the individual points) are the atomic elements which
are grouped together to form variation-based parts. The basic PBPM algorithm is de¬
scribed in detail in the next section. In Section 5.3.3, we introduce a sequential approach
for tackling model selection (the number of parts) and parameter initialization.

5.3.1 The Model

The PPM model in Section 5.2 can be seen as a special instance of a part-based model: it
has one background part, v = 0, and one foreground part, v = 1. We now consider models
with one background part, v = 0, and V foreground parts, v E {1,2,..., V}, where (cf.
eq.(5.4))

yj\k,v ~ 9l(svTvxk + cv,o2I), v = 1,..., V. (5.8)

Thus, the part label v indexes transformation parameters where a part is implicitly de¬
fined as those points of X that undergo the same transformations. Note that parts of X
are only defined in the context of a given Y that X is being matched to.
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We could proceed by writing p(yj,k,v) = p(yj\k,v)p(k\v)p(v) and learning every

entry of a Jx x V conditional probability table for p(k|v). However, this would place
no constraints on what a part should look like so instead, the distribution p{k|v) is used
to incorporate the idea of spatial localization discussed above.7 This is achieved by
replacing the uniform distribution of p{k\v = 1) in PPM with

p(,t|v) - e"p{" v€{1,2,...,V}, (5.9)
Lfe/exp{-{Xk'-PvY^v \Xk' ~Pv)/2}

where pv e M2 is a mean vector and Lv e R2x2 is a covariance matrix. In words, we
identify k e {1,... ,Jx} with the point x* that it indexes and assume that the distribution
p(xjfc|v) is a bivariate Gaussian. Since k must take a value in {l,...,7x}> the distrib¬
ution is normalized using the points X\,...,xjx only. This assumption means that the
Xfc themselves are essentially generated by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with V

components. However, this GMM is embedded in the larger model and maximizing the
data likelihood will balance this GMM's desire for localized parts against the need for
the parts and transformations to explain the actual data (the y/).

The next step is to incorporate the NPD information into the model. To achieve this,
we use ideas from semi-supervised learning and in particular the work of Shental et al.
(2004) on constrained mixture models. We briefly review this work and then describe
how the idea is applied to the above model.

The standard approach to parameter estimation in a mixture model involves intro¬
ducing an unobserved variable for each data point. This 'hidden label' indicates which
mixture component generated the data point that it is associated with. The EM algo¬
rithm is used to estimate the model parameters which involves taking the expectation of
the log-likelihood with respect to the hidden variables - i.e. involves summing over all
valid combinations of the hidden labels. Shental et al. (2004) considered the situation

where, in addition to observing data points, it was known that certain subsets of data
points were generated by the same (but unknown) mixture component. They proposed
a modified algorithm whereby only values of the hidden labels which are consistent
with this additional "side information" are considered when taking the expectation. In
other words, they essentially fix the posterior probability of the hidden labels to zero for

7Even if the learnt parts lack any perceptual meaning, it seems reasonable that difficult correspondence
problems may be solved by splitting shapes into spatially localized pieces.
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choices of labels not consistent with the side information.8 Note that any data points not
covered by the side information belong to subsets of size one, so the technique uses as

much information as is available and does not require this information to be comprehen¬
sive.

The model described at the beginning of this section is a mixture model (p(y/) =
HvP(yj\v)p(.v)) and here, the side information comes from the NPD of Y which we

express as a partition: Y = |jf=i Y/. When only 'valid' values of the hidden variables
are permitted (i.e. points in the same Y/ are generated by the same variation-based-part,
v) the expected complete log-likelihood is given by (see Shental et al. (2004) for details)

£c= £ £/>(v|Y/)log/?(v) + £ £ £ />(v|Y/)logp(y». (5.10)
v=0/=l v=0/=lyj(EY,

In some applications, we may wish to discourage large differences in the part trans¬
formations in order to prevent the generating shape breaking up and explaining data in
different areas of an image. This was not found to be necessary for the examples con¬

sidered in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, but such a soft constraint could be implemented by
including a penalty term in eq.(5.10). Note that eq.(5.10) involves p(v|Y/) - the respon¬

sibility of a component v for a subset Y/, rather than the term p(v\yj) that would be
present in an unconstrained mixture model. Rearranging eq.(5.l0) slightly and using

p(yj\v) = LkP(yj\k,v)p(k\v), we have

•Ec = £ £/?(v|Yz)log/?(v)+£/?(v = 0|Y/)log{wiY/1}
v=0/=l /=i

+LL L P(v|Y/)logjlXy#,v)/?(k|v) 1, (5.11)
v=l /=1 y^eY/ (k= 1 J

where u is the constant associated with the uniform distribution p(y„|v = 0). The pa¬

rameters to be estimated are p(v), gv, Zv and the transformations {sv,rv,cv}. With the
exception of p(v), these are found by maximizing the final term in eq.(5.11). For a

fixed v, this term is the log-likelihood of data points yi,... ,yjY under a mixture model,
with the modification that there is a weight, p(v|Y/), associated with each data point.
The simplest way to proceed therefore, is to treat this subproblem as a standard mixture
model maximum likelihood problem and derive the EM updates as usual. Theoretically,

8The derivation of the modified EM in Shental et al. (2004) is more complicated than suggested above;
here we focus on the most intuitive interpretation of their approach.
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this is rather simplistic since there is no mechanism to prevent a single x* belonging to

multiple parts, v. However, in practice we have found that this approach does not typi¬
cally lead to overlapping parts.9 The resulting EM algorithm is given below.

E-step. Compute the responsibilities using the current parameters:

= /wyf';) v=l,2 V (5.12)LkP(yj\k,v)p{k\v)
, lv, p(v)ny,eY,p(y»p(v\Yi) = -——^pr (5.13)LvP(v)nyyeY^(y»

M-step. Update the parameters using the responsibilities:
L

LpM =tX>(v|Y,) (5.14)
^1=1

Lj,kP(v\Yij)p(k\yj,v)xk
Lj,kP(v\Yij)p(k\yj,v)

TLj,kP(v\Yu)p(k\yj,v)(xk-pv)(xk-gv) /g ^

T,j,kP{v\Yij)p(k\yj,v) (" }
Tv = argrmn^p(v|Y;j)jp(^|y;-,v)||yy — Tvx^||2 (5.17)

j,k

where Y;j is the subset Y/ containing yj. As with eq.(5.7) in PPM, eq.(5.17) is a

weighted Procrustes problem that can be solved analytically as described in Section 2.4.

The weights associated with the updates in eqs.(5.15)-(5.17) are similar to

P(v\yj)p(k\yj,v) =p(k,v\yj), (5.18)

the responsibility of part v and point xk for the observed data, yj. The difference is
that p(v\yj) is replaced by p(v\Y[j) and hence, the impact of the side information is
propagated throughout the model.

5.3.2 Examples

Matching part-based shapes is a relatively unexplored area which makes it difficult to
quantitatively assess the performance of PBPM. In this and the following section, we

9An alternative solution would be to introduce a latent variable (a label) for each \k indicating the
unique part v to which it belongs.
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provide illustrative examples which demonstrate the various properties of PBPM. The
number of parts, V, is fixed prior to matching in this section; a technique for estimating
V is described in Section 5.3.3. To visualize the matches found by PBPM, each point y;-
is assigned to a part v using maxv/?(v|y;). Points assigned to v = 0 are removed from
the figure. For each yassigned to some vG {1,..., V}, we find kj = arg max^ p(k\yj,v)
and assign to v. Those not assigned to any parts are removed from the figure. The
means and the ellipses of constant probability density associated with the distributions

(pv, £v) are plotted on the original shape X to show the spatial coverage of each part.
We also assign the x* to natural parts using the known natural part label of the yj that
they are assigned to.

Fig. 5.5 shows an example of matching two human body shapes using PBPM with
V = 3. The top row shows the input to PBPM: the two shapes X and Y, the known NPD
of Y and the initial alignment of the shapes. The bottom row summarizes the results
of the PBPM algorithm: the learnt variation-based part decomposition (VPD) of X, the
transformed X, the learnt VPD of Y, the NPD of X (see previous paragraph) and the final
match of the two shapes. The learnt VPD in Fig. 5.5 is intuitive and the match is better
than that found using PPM (Fig. 5.6, bottom left). The results obtained using different
values of V are shown in Fig. 5.6. Predictably, the match improves as V increases, but
the improvement is negligible beyond V = 4. When V = 5, one of the parts is effectively

repeated, suggesting that four parts is sufficient to cover all the interesting variation.
However, when V = 6 all parts are used and the VPD looks very similar to the NPD -

only the lower leg and foot on each side are grouped together.
In Fig. 5.7, there are two genuine variation-based parts and X contains additional

features. PBPM correctly identifies the two parts and and is not confused by the extra

features.

In Fig. 5.8, a template shape is matched to the edge detector output from a real image.
Six parts were used for matching, but two of these are initially assigned to clutter and
end up playing no role in the final match. The object of interest in X is well matched to
the template using the other four parts.
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Figure 5.5: An example of applying PBPM with V = 3.
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Figure 5.6: Results for the problem in Fig. 5.5 using PPM and PBPM with V = 2,4,5 and
6.
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5.3.3 Sequential Algorithm for Initialization

When part variation is present, one would expect PBPM with V = 1 to find the most

significant part and allow the background to explain the remaining parts. This suggests
a sequential approach to finding V whereby, at each stage, a single new part is used to

explain points that currently belong to the background. This is achieved by modifying
the technique described by Titsias (2005) for fitting mixture models sequentially. Specif¬
ically, assume that the first part (v = 1) has been learnt and now learn the second part

using the weighted log-likelihood

L

L = £z/1log{p(Y/|v = 2)p(v = 2) + u1Y,l(l -p(v = 1) — p(y — 2))}. (5.19)
l=l

Here, p{v — 1) is known and

,
= MW(l-p(v=l))

' p(Y,|v=l)p(v=l) +Ulv'l(l-p(v=l))
is the responsibility of the background component for the subset Y/ after learning the
first part - the superscript of z indicates the number of components that have already
been learnt. Using the modified log-likelihood in eq.(5.19) has the desired effect of forc¬
ing the new component (v = 2) to explain the data currently explained by the uniform
(background) component. Note that we use the responsibilities for the subsets Y/ rather
than the individual yj [Titsias, 2005], in line with the assumption that complete subsets
belong to the same part. Also, note that eq.(5.19) is a weighted sum of log-likelihoods
over the subsets, it cannot be written as a sum over data points since these are not sam¬

pled i.i.d. due to the side information. Maximizing eq.(5.19) leads to similar EM updates
to those given in eqs.(5.12)-(5.17). Having learnt the second part, additional components
v = 3,4,... are learnt in the same way except for minor adjustments to eqs.(5.19) and
(5.20) to incorporate all previously learnt components. The sequential algorithm ter¬
minates when the background is not significantly responsible for any data or the most

recently learnt component is not significantly responsible for any data. Just as in Titsias
(2005), the sequential approach is likely to encounter fewer problems with local min¬
ima than the full PBPM model since the objective function will be smoother (a single
component competes against a uniform component at each stage) and the search space

smaller (fewer parameters are learnt at each stage).
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Figure 5.9: Examples of PBPM; V and initial parameters were found using the sequential
approach.

Fig. 5.9(a) shows the results of applying the standard PBPM algorithm after using the
sequential approach to select the number of parts and initial parameter values. From the
plot of the initial alignment, it is clear that the two hand shapes only differ significantly
at the thumbs and little fingers. Accordingly, the sequential algorithm chooses V = 3
and appropriate estimates for the Gaussians p(k\v) (top left of Fig. 5.9) and the transfor¬
mations. A similar situation occurs in Fig. 5.9(b), where the most notable difference is
between the heads and tails of the horses.

A weakness of the sequential algorithm is that its behavior is highly dependent on
the value of the uniform density, u. We are currently investigating how the model can
be made more robust to this value and also how the used x/. should be subtracted (in a

probabilistic sense) at each step.
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5.3.4 Discussion

Matching a pair of part-based shapes is a severely under-constrained problem and con¬

sequently, the PBPM algorithm is more susceptible to local minima than PPM. When
available, the NPD provides valuable additional constraints, enabling PBPM to solve

matching problems such as those shown in Figs. 5.5-5.9. However, robustness remains
an issue and it would be interesting to see if other constraints could be used to further
improve reliability. For example, the technique of Luo and Hancock (2003) for encour¬
aging neighborhood consistency between corresponding points might be extended to the
part-based case. Alternatively, one could argue that even if further constraints are in¬
cluded, it is unrealistic to expect that part-based shapes can be matched reliably without
stronger prior information about the part structure of the shapes beng considered. In
other words, that PBPM is too generic and contains too many open parameters relative
to the amount of data (two shapes) and constraints available.

Given the above discussion and the inability of existing algorithms to handle part-

based shapes, it is clear that part-based matching is an open and difficult problem. We
believe that PBPM (and the ideas that it is based on) are an important step towards fully

understanding and solving the problem, but recognize that more testing and development
is needed. Given the limited time available and that a key objective of the thesis is to
extend pairwise matching to class models (Chapters 6 and 7), we have chosen not to

investigate the problem any further in this thesis.

5.4 Matching a Line Set to a Point Set

In some matching problems, one of the shapes may be more naturally represented as

a set of lines rather than a set of points. For example, in a retrieval scenario the query

shape/image may be a sketch, line drawing, or high quality image from which the shape's
boundary can be extracted. Ideally, the model should reflect the continuous nature of the
shape in such cases - there should be a continuous tube of probability mass around each
line, rather than blobs of probability mass placed at equal intervals along the line as in
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PPM (Section 5.2). Also, we will see that a model which uses a line-based generating

shape is more computationally efficient in cases where few line segments are required to

accurately approximate the shape.
We will focus on the case where a shape's boundary is described by a polygon with

G vertices, but the same algorithm can be used whenever one of the shapes is represented
by an arbitrary set of line segments. Let r (k) be the polygon associated with the vertex set
(xi,X2• • • ,xo)r € MGx2, wherek e [0,1) is the curve parameter and 0 = k\ < &2 < ... <

kc < 1 are the values of k that correspond to the vertices - e.g. if the vertex xg lies 70%
of the way round the perimeter of r, then kg=0.1. The probabilistic line matching (PLM)
model is the same as PPM except that the variable k, which indexes mixture components,
is now continuous. Hence, we generate a data point by first selecting a point on the

polygon using p(k) and then generating y from an isotropic Gaussian centered at this
point. As before, we assume k is uniformly distributed but now this uniform distribution
is over the continuous interval [0,1) rather then the discrete set {1,2,..., K}.

The EM updates for PLM are the same as those for PPM (eqs.(5.5)-(5.7)) except that
k is now continuous and hence, summations over k become integrals. This creates the

following problems. Firstly, we must evaluate

p(yj\v=l)= [ p(yj\k,v=l)dk (5.21)J 0

in order to compute p{yj) (where we have used p(k\v — 1) ~ Uniform(0,1), so the value
of the probability density function is 1 in the interval [0,1]). The conditional distribution
for p(yj\k,v = 1) in eq.(5.4) becomes

yj| (*, v = 1) ~ X (sTr(k) + c, o2I), (5.22)

in the continuous setting; substituting this into eq.(5.21) and defining Tr(k) = srr(k) +c
to prevent the algebra from becoming too cumbersome, we can write

1 G rko+\ f — 1 )
= Mpj^llyy-rrWII jdt
= 2hi*- <5-23>
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Here, we have split up the integral around the polygon (i.e. over k) into segments and
defined hi to be the integral along the segment between xg and xg+i (where x^+i = x\

and kc+i =1). The expression for hi can be rewritten as

hi = (Vi - h) JQexP {^hi ~ T(xs + (xg+1 - xg)0II2} dh (5.24)
and after some manipulations we find that

Agj yJ^Bg
hi ~ erf (5.25)

where

2 rz
_ 2

erf(z) = —r= e z dz (known as the error function) (5.26)
\/7t Jo

Iv ■ — Tx I
Xgj = '7xg+i - TxPi C°S (Z(rxg+1 ~Txs^~ Z(yj ~ 7xg)) (5.27)

AS, , fe+.-Mexp^ + (528)

= 7T77 (5.29)
2cr

(^«+i
and Z(x,y) denotes the angle between x and y.10 Given eqs.(5.25)-(5.29), we can eval¬
uate lgj and hence, evaluate p(y7'|v = 1) in eq.(5.23).

The second difficulty associated with using a continuous mixture model is that we
need to solve eq.(5.7) in the continuous setting:

(s,r,c) = argminV [ p(k, v = 1 |y7)||yy-sTr(k) - c\\2dk. (5.30)
s,r,cyjo

The method of solution is analogous to the point-based case (Section 2.4) and all inte¬

grals can be evaluated using the segment-wise approach described above.

5.4.1 Examples

Fig. 5.10 shows how the PLM model performs on the matching tasks considered in Fig.
5.1. The data shapes are the same, but the generating shapes are polygons. Note that
the number of vertices is much smaller than the number of points used in Fig. 5.1 - here
we have used a simple algorithm based on the change in curvature to select the vertices.

Fig. 5.11 demonstrates how PLM can be used to find a template shape in a real image.

10Eq.(5.25) is not the simplest 'erf-based' expression for evaluating eq.(5.24), but it avoids numerical
issues associated with evaluating the error function.
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(i) Occlusion (ii) Irreg. sampling (iii) Local dissimilarity

Initial

alignments

Final
matches

Figure 5.10: Examples - Probabilistic Line Matching (PLM).

Image 1 Image 2 Initial alignment of
edge detector outputs

Final match

Figure 5.11: Using PLM to find a template shape in a real image.

5.4.2 Evaluation

The PPM algorithm described in Section 5.2 operates on a pair of unordered points sets,

whereas PLM requires that one of the point sets is ordered and the HPM algorithm de¬
scribed in Chapter 4 requires that both of the point sets are ordered. Thus, PPM and
PLM are more widely applicable than HPM and other dedicated contour matching algo¬
rithms yet are at a theoretical disadvantage to such algorithms when matching contours
since they are unable to utilize the available ordering information. With this in mind, it is
interesting to see how PPM and PLM perform on the MPEG-7 bullseye test considered
in Sections 3.3 and 4.3.1.

The 100 point shape representations from Sections 3.3 and 4.3.1 were used for the
bullseye tests and to increase the probability of PPM/PLM finding the correct match (i.e.
to prevent the EM algorithm from getting trapped in a local minimum), the following
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procedure was used to initialize the transformation parameters: X and Y were centered,
normalized for size (where the size of X was defined as L/t Ilxt-||2)> their principal compo¬
nents were aligned and then a range of transformed versions of Y were considered. We
identified the transformed Y that was most similar to X based on a hard assignment of
points and the associated transformation parameters were taken as the initial parameter
values for PPM/PLM. Note that no ordering information was used in this initialization.
To apply PLM, the vertices of the polygon r(k) were chosen from the 100 boundary
points using a fast heuristic. The same initial p(v) and a were used for PPM and PLM,
and 16 iterations of EM were used in both cases.

We found the data likelihood to be an unreliable measure of shape similarity and
instead used the following heuristic score function to rank the shapes for retrieval. Each
foreground y(i.e. p(v = 1 |yy-) > p(v = 0]yy))was assigned to an xk using p(k\yj,v = \ ).
The similarity score \|/x(Y) was defined as the number of xk that had at least one yj
assigned to them. This value is dependent on the number of outliers (if q of the yj are
explained by v = 0, the score cannot be greater than 100-#) and how uniformly spread
across the xk the non-outlying yj are. When using PLM, we substituted the polygon
for the original 100 point shape after matching and computed t|/x(Y) as above. The
symmetric score function *P(X, Y) = t|/x(Y) + \|/y(X) was used for retrieval.

PPM scored 81.98% on the bullseye test and PLM scored 81.88%. This compares

favorably with other algorithms that match unordered point sets: [Tu & Yuille, 2004]-
80.03%,11 [Grigorescu & Petkov, 2003]-78.38%, [Belongie et al., 2002]-76.51%. It also
compares favorably with many of the other algorithms listed in Table 4.1, all of which
operate exclusively on ordered point sets. We note that the similarity score defined
above works under the implicit assumption that occlusion is not present and also, that
the boundaries have been sampled uniformly (so boundary information has been utilized
to some extent). However, the key point is that the underlying matching algorithms
remain applicable and effective when no such assumptions are valid (Figs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.10,
5.11).

Despite PLM using a continuous shape representation for the generating shape, the
PPM and PLM algorithms are comparable in terms of speed. For 100 point shapes, it
takes ~0.22s to match shapes using PPM and 0.07-0.83s using PLM - the time varies

11 The features used by Tu and Yuille (2004) did incorporate ordering information, but their algorithm
is also applicable to unordered point sets.
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depending on the number of vertices required for a reasonable polygonal approximation
to the shape. Times are for a 1,4GHz Pentium-M machine using Matlab code.

5.5 Matching Ordered Point Sets

A probabilistic approach to matching two ordered point sets could use a discrete or a

continuous approach. These alternative possibilities are summarized below; a detailed
treatment of the continuous approach is given in Chapter 7 in the context of learning
class models.

Discrete Approach: Hidden Markov Model
The PPM model in Section 5.2 is a mixture model and uses the standard assumption that
data points are generated i.i.d. Thus, knowing which mixture component generated the
rc-th data point provides no information as to which component generated the (n -hi)-th
data point. However, in many real world problems, the temporal or sequential ordering
of the data is important and the i.i.d. assumption is not suitable. A common approach
in such cases is to use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which uses a transition matrix
to explicitly model the probability of choosing a mixture component at the current time
step given the component at the previous time step.

The switch from i.i.d. data to sequential data described above is essentially what
occurs when switching from unordered point sets to ordered point sets. For example,
consider the problem of matching two ordered point sets each composed of 100 equally
spaced points. If the 20th component (i.e. point) of the generating shape is known to

be responsible for the 75th point of the data shape, then there is a high probability that

say, the 20th, 21st, 22nd or 23rd component is responsible for the 76th point - and note
that any of these choices will preserve the monotonicity of the correspondence (Chapter
3). Given this sequential interpretation of ordered point sets, it is natural to use a HMM
to match contours rather than the non-sequential mixture model of PPM. In this setting,
the structure of the transition matrix will enforce the monotonicity constraints on the

correspondence. Specifically, a circularHMM [Arica & Yarman-Vural, 1999] could be
used for closed shapes and a left-to-right HMM [Bishop, 2006] for open shapes. Just as
the EM updates for PPM are similar to those for a standard mixture model, the EM up¬

dates for matching contours would be similar to those for a standard HMM (e.g. Bishop
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(2006)).12 In a shape matching/retreival scenario where only one data shape/sequence
is considered, the transition matrix should either be user-specified (or at least have a

strong prior) or learnt from training data where a common transition matrix is used for
all classes. This contrasts with classification tasks where each class model would have

its own transition matrix.

Previous HMM-based approaches to shape matching and classification have involved
chain codes [Arica & Yarman-Vural, 1999,Bicego & Murino, 2001] or curvature [Abd-

Almageed & Smith, 2002,Bicego & Murino, 2004], In the approach proposed by Bicego
and Murino (2004), the hidden states are effectively curvature values and the transition
matrix contains the likelihoods of jumping from one curvature value to another as a

shape contour is traversed. Both this and the chain code based approaches are likely to
suffer from the same problems as other 'purely local approaches' - see Section 4.1.

Continuous Approach: Curve Reparameterization
Even if a contour is represented by a finite number of points (or only a finite number of

points are observed), the 'real shape' is the underlying continuous contour upon which
these points lie. Thus, we may prefer to use a continuous approach to matching contours
whereby the shapes are described by functions, e.g. Fourier expansions or splines. Let us
assume that we have two shapes represented by the continuous functions f\ (?) and /2(?),
where ? is the arc-length parameter. The monotonic relabeling used for ordered point sets
(see previous section and Chapter 3) is replaced by monotonic curve reparameterization
in this continuous setting. For example, /2(?) —*■ fi(g{t)), where g(t) is a monotonic
function chosen such that /2(g(?)) resembles f\(t) as closely as possible. Conceptually,
one can think of traversing curve f\ at constant speed and fi at non-uniform speed such
that at any given time, the points reached on the two curves are as close together as pos¬
sible - with respect to some global alignment of the curves which must be estimated.

In this thesis, we will investigate the continuous approach. However, while the ma¬

terial in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 are naturally seen as extensions to PPM, our probabilistic
approach to matching ordered contours is more easily seen as a special case of the "prob¬
abilistic contour model" described in Chapter 7. Accordingly, we do not include details
here and direct the reader to Chapter 7 and Section 7.6.3 in particular.

12The EM algorithm is often called the Baum-Welch algorithm for the specific case of a HMM.
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5.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have reviewed an effective probabilistic approach to matching un¬

ordered point sets [Chui & Rangarajan, 2000a, Luo & Hancock, 2002, Taylor et al.,
2003,Kent et al., 2004] and shown how it can be modified to handle various other match¬

ing problems. The material on part-based shapes is novel; the algorithm for matching a

line set to a point set (Section 5.4) was briefly discussed by Krishnapuram et al. (2004),
though few details were given and no examples shown. Much of the relevant work on

matching ordered point sets has focused on the problem of learning class models and is
discussed in Chapter 7. Other approaches to matching ordered point sets are discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4.



Chapter 6

Class Models for Unordered Point Sets

A single shape contains no information about the variation that is present in the shape
class to which it belongs. Indeed, this was precisely the problem encountered in the
pairwise retrieval problems considered in the previous chapters where we were given a

single query shape and asked to decide which database shapes were similar to it. In the
absence of any information telling us how to compute shape similarityfor thatparticular
query shape, we were forced to construct a generic similarity measure to use in all cases.
However, if we had been given multiple query shapes from the same class, we could
have estimated the within-class variation and used this to improve retrieval accuracy.
For example, given the contours of seven fish that belong to the same species, we might
find that the shape of the dorsal fin is highly variable but the shape of the tail changes
little. Based on this finding, we might weight the tail similarity more heavily in the
similarity score.

More commonly, multiple training shapes arise in data visualization problems (e.g. a

biologist wishes to understand the type and extent of variation found in a certain species
of fish) and classification tasks (e.g. a biologist wishes to know which species of fish a

'test' contour belongs to). In all such problems and regardless of whether the shapes are

ordered or unordered, the fundamental challenge is to extract and utilize the within-class
variation. In the next two chapters we interpret this challenge in the context of learn¬
ing class models. In this framework, the groupwise analysis problem can be seen as an

extension of the probabilistic approaches to pairwise matching covered in the previous
chapter: the data shapes (now there are more than one) are still generated by a generat¬

ing shape, the correspondence problem(s) must be solved and the alignment transforma-

56
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tion(s) must be estimated. However, when learning a class model, the generating shape
is neither known nor fixed and hence, we estimate additional model parameters which

specify a mean generating shape and the ways in which this can deform to produce the
data shapes. In this chapter, we present a novel approach to learning a class model from
unordered point sets; the next chapter focuses on class models of ordered point sets.

6.1 Introduction

We are interested in learning a shape model from unordered point sets which can be of
different sizes and where the correspondence is unknown. For example, in chemoinfor-
matics the aim might be to investigate the variation in a set of molecules from the same

family (Sections 6.3 and 6.5). Dryden et al. (2007) have recently proposed a technique
for matching multiple shapes simultaneously using a 'mean shape plus noise' genera¬
tive model. Only linear alignment transformations are considered and the transforma¬
tions themselves are optimized over rather than modeled. Consequently, their approach
is suited to data sets containing little systematic variation in shape beyond the pres¬

ence/absence of individual points. Wang et al. (2006) have proposed a technique that
uses nonlinear transformations to match shapes to an emerging mean and which accounts
for the possibility that there may not exist an exact pointwise correspondence between
training shapes.1 Despite the elegant probabilistic formulation and the use of nonlin¬
ear transformations, their approach shares an important property with that of Dryden
et al. (2007): only a mean shape emerges during learning rather than a more expressive
model of shape variation. Since it is the systematic variation in a shape data set that is
typically of interest, this is a significant limitation. To address this issue, we present a

low-dimensional latent variable model able to describe complex shape variation.
The approach taken in this chapter can be seen as extending the pairwise PPM algo¬

rithm of Section 5.2. On the other hand, it is related to existing techniques for modeling
multiple point sets where the correspondence between training shapes is known a priori.
The point distribution model [Cootes et al., 1992] is perhaps the best known of these
methods; this involves aligning the shapes using Procrustes analysis then applying prin¬

cipal component analysis (PCA). Of course, here the correspondences are not known and

1This occurs when matching points from edges in images, but not in the chemoinformatics problems
in Sections 6.3 and 6.5.
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also, the model may need to be nonlinear in order to explain complex shape variation.
The probabilistic shape model (PSM) introduced in this chapter is a generative proba¬
bilistic model that can be linear or nonlinear and which explicitly accounts for noise in
the data. Just as in PPM, the soft correspondences which naturally arise in a probabilistic
setting help to avoid local minima during parameter estimation. However, in PSM the
EM algorithm finds a soft groupwise correspondence during the E-step and estimates
both the alignment transformations and the model parameters during the M-step.

The PSM is related to the work ofWilliams, Revow and Hinton on digit recognition
[Williams, 1994, Revow et al., 1996] which involves learning a linear model over the
control points of a spline. In their work, ordering information about the 'inked pixels'
is unknown (or not used) so a digit is treated as an unordered point set. Here, we are

interested in linear and nonlinear models for 'genuinely unordered point sets', i.e. the

points do not lie along a curve and there is no correct ordering, either known or unknown.
We now describe the PSM in detail.

6.2 Probabilistic Shape Model (PSM)

Assume that we have observed N unordered point sets Y ,...,Y , of size J1,...,J
respectively. We will use the notation y" G RM to refer to point j of shape n, where M
is the number of dimensions - typically 2 or 3. Note that superscript is used to index
shapes (and points in latent space - see below) and subscript to index points. Our first
task is to specify the model that generated these shapes.

6.2.1 The Model

For a single shape Y", the generative model can be summarized in the following steps

1. Sample a point z from a low-dimensional latent shape space.

2. Map z to a IGpoint shape, where typically K is set to max{71,... ,JN} as in Dryden
et al. (2007).

3. Generate the data points y",..., y"n ofY" from aGMM with centers at the Appoints
of the 'generating shape' constructed in step 2.
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Steps 1 and 2 represent the shape model. For example, sampling z from a Gaussian prior
over latent space and using a linear mapping in step 2 gives a probabilistic principal

component analysis (PPCA, [Tipping & Bishop, 1999]) based shape model. However,
the lower levelmixture model in step 3 and the possibility that the mapping in step 2 may
be nonlinear makes parameter estimation in our model more difficult than in standard
PPCA. Specifically, the integrals over the latent variables needed to compute p(Yn) and
the M-step updates are intractable. To circumvent this problem, we adopt the approach
taken by Bishop, Svensen and Williams in their work on the Generative Topographic

Mapping (GTM) [Bishop et al., 1998] (essentially a nonlinear version of PPCA) and use

a discrete rather than a continuous latent space. For an L-dimensional latent space, this
involves discretizing the hypercube [— 1,1 }L using a uniform grid of G points, Zi,..., zg,
and assuming a uniform prior over these points:

With this discrete latent space, the problematic integrals discussed above become sums

which are easily computed. Note that each grid point in latent space is mapped to a

generating shape via the mapping in step 2. Thus, there are now finitely many (G)

generating shapes and our model has become a hierarchical mixture model:

Higher level mixture model for shapes The data shapes Y1,.. ,,YN are sampled i.i.d.
from a G component mixture model.

Lower level mixture model for points Given a generating shape, the data points y",..., y"„
are generated as described in step 3 above - though see the restrictions on the latent
variables discussed in Section 6.2.2.

The log-likelihood of the data given this hierarchical model is

Note that the product over j (i.e. over points from the same data shape) is inside the sum

over g. This captures the idea that the same generating shape is responsible for all points
from the same data shape; we are unlikely to learn a sensible model of shape variation if
this is not enforced.

^ £5(z-zg)- (6.1)

lnp(Y1,..., Y^) = In pty%g)p{k\g) \ , (6.2)
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The conditional distribution of a point is assumed to be

y"j\k,g ~ *C(.Tn(Wk<b(z8)+pk),o2lM), k=l,...,K (6.3)
ynj\k,g ~ Uniform, k = K +1 (6.4)

where <()(•): rl —> is a nonlinear mapping (see below), £ rmxu and pk g rm is
the k-th point of the mean generating shape. Finally, Tn is a similarity transformation:
Tn\ = P"rwx + y", where (3" is a scale parameter, F" g is a rotation matrix and
y" g Rm is a translation vector. Note that stacking the matricesWi,..., Wk into a single
MK x U matrix would give a linear mapping from (transformed) latent space to (MK-

dimensional) data space analogous to the mapping found in PPCA, factor analysis or

GTM.

The only distribution still to be defined is p(k\g) - the probability of choosing point
k £ {1,..., of generating shape g or the outlier component k = K+l. We start by
fixing the probability of the outlier component to be small (with respect to the number of
non-outlying points/components, K) and make it independent of the generating shape:

p{K+\\g)=p{K+\) = \/\0K. (6.5)

The only other constraints on the G-by-(AT+l) conditional probability table for p{k\g)
are that each entry is in [0,1 — p(K +1)] for k ^ K + 1 and that Ef=/ p(k\g) = 1, i.e.
the distribution is not parameterized. Note that p(k\g) indicates the likely presence or

absence of an individual point as a function of shape - e.g. the presence/absence of a
specific atom as function of molecular shape. Having considered all the distributions,
the next step is to estimate the model parameters.

6.2.2 ECM Algorithm for Parameter Estimation

As in Chapter 5, we turn to the EM algorithm to estimate the model parameters. Unfor¬
tunately, even with the introduction of a discrete latent space, maximizing the expected

complete log-likelihood with respect to all the parameters simultaneously is intractable
for the model introduced above. To avoid this problem, we use the Expectation Condi¬
tional Maximization (ECM) algorithm [Meng & Rubin, 1993] whereby, at each step, a
subset of the parameters are updated whilst the others remain fixed.

The first step towards deriving the ECM algorithm is to introduce latent variables for
both the high level shape model and the low level point model:
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Figure 6.1: The probabilistic shape model (PSM).

• bn e {1,.. •, G} indicates which generating shape is responsible for the data shape
Yn

• c"j E {l,...,K,K+l} indicates which point of the generating shape is responsible
for the data point y".

Note that there is only a single Cy per data point which gives the pointwise correspon¬
dence between the data point and the model, i.e. we do not match a data shape to each
generating shape independently as might occur under a naive combination of a shape
model (steps 1 and 2 in Section 6.2.1) and the PPM correspondence algorithm described
in Section 5.2.

The graphical model for PSM is shown in Fig. 6.1 where 'plate notation' [Bishop,
2006] has been used to denote i.i.d. variables. Readers not familiar with graphical model
representations should simply note that the diagram represents the conditional indepen¬
dence assumptions that have been made when constructing the model and that as a con¬

sequence of these assumptions, we need only specify the conditional distribution of each
variable given its parents in the graph.2 The required distributions were all defined in the
previous section, though note that the variables g and k are now replaced by the latent
variables bn and c" respectively.

The complete log-likelihood of all the variables is given by

Lc =N\n^ + £ £ln/?(y^c^n) (6.6)U
n=1j=1

2See Bishop (2006) for an introduction to graphical models.
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and it is easy to show that the expectation (taken with respect to the distribution of the
latent variables given the data) of Lc is

^=IIE Lp°'d(g\*")p°"'mfpg)(^p(y"\k,g)+^pMg)), (M)

where we have ignored the constant term in eq.(6.6) and used the notation pold to indi¬
cate distributions evaluated using the old parameter values. The term pold (k\ynj, g) gives
the strength of correspondence between point y" and point k on generating shape g.

However, the higher level shape-to-shape correspondence, pold(g |Y"), ensures that the
model prefers to explain all points from the same data shape using the same generating
shape as discussed above.

The ECM algorithm for parameter estimation is given in Table 6.1. The expres¬

sions for the parameter updates in eqs.(6.10)-(6.13) are found by maximizing with
respect to the specified subset of parameters while holding the other parameters fixed.
We currently set the value of a2 by hand but this could also be estimated from the data if
desired. In our experiments, we either learn a linear model by setting <|)(z) = z or a non¬

linear model by setting <|>(z) = (<|)i(z),... ,§i/(z))T, where the (j)u(-) are Gaussian shaped
radial basis functions (RBFs) with centers positioned on a uniform grid in [—1,1]L and
a common width parameter chosen so that the centers of neighboring basis functions are

two standard deviations apart. This is the same type of nonlinear mapping that is used
in GTM [Bishop et al., 1998] and as in that work, we regularize it by placing a Gaussian

prior with variance v2 over the W^.:

and then taking the maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimate of W& in theM-step (eq.(6.11))
The impact of this prior can be seen in eq.(6.11), where the update is a regularized
least squares estimate with regularization parameter o2/v2 - the ratio of the noise vari¬
ance to the prior variance.

6.2.3 Implementation

In all experiments, we initialize the entries of the W& to zero and set the mean gener¬

ating shape equal to the data shape with the greatest number of points; this implicitly

N Jn G K+1

n=l 7=lg=l k= 1

(6.14)
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Table 6.1: ECM algorithm for learning a Probabilistic Shape Model (PSM).

The E-step is repeated after each CM-step. Sums and products over j are from 1 to J" and, unless otherwise
stated, sums over k are from 1 to K+1. For readability, we define the quantities

N

H=YJjn = total number of data points, Q.njgk = pold(g\Yn)pold(k\y"j,g)
n= 1

E-step Evaluate the posteriors using the current parameter values and eqs.(6.3) and (6.4):

pold(k\yn g) = pWk'8)pm (6 8)P LkP(y"\k,g)p(k\g)

noid(clYn, UjLkP(ynj\k,g)p(k\g)

CM-step 1

Probability of choosing generating point k given generating shape g:

Y.n.jY.k=l njgk
p[k\g) = (1 -p(X+l)) "JK Zn , k=l,...,K, g=l,...,G. (6.10)

Mapping from the (transformed) latent space onto point k of the associated generating shape (see eq.(6.3)):

W[=(Vr+^I^ RrS, k=l,...,K (6.11)
where R € M.GHxU with rows (Q."gk)x l2$n§{zg)T and S € M.GHxM with rows ((^"^)1^2(r")r(y" — y" —

pnVpk))T.

CM-step 2
Point k of the mean generating shape:

E.J,8n;!lP(r")r(y*-Y'-rr"W(4.(z»)) ; , „

WipW ' k~x--K- <612)
CM-step 3
Rotation, scale and translation parameters for matching the generating shape to the n-th data shape:

r"=vur, Pn==rr(rr(Y^Y))r)' ^ = xr-p-r'Yr, n = i,.:.,N (6.13)
where X G Rgkj"xM with rows (^"?^)1^2(y")r and Y G UGKJ"xM with rows (fl"git)1/2(W^(j)(zs) +pk)T
and the columns of both X and Y have been centered. The matrices U and V are from the singular value

decomposition: ||xj|j|Y|| = VAUr, and the row vectors X, Y G RM are the column means of the uncentered
X and Y.
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Figure 6.2: The artificial molecules data set (N=30).

sets K = max{Jl,.. .,JN}. The first E-step provides approximate point-wise correspon¬

dences (p(k\y",g)), however, these are equal for all g as a consequence of initializing
the Wic to zero, so a modified Wj. update is needed in the first iteration. Specifically,
the p(k\ynj,g) are used to make a hard assignment of non-outlying data points to gen¬
erating points and, for a linear model, PCA is used to 're-initialize' the W^ directly.
In the nonlinear case, regression is used to initialize so that the nonlinear mapping
approximates the linear PCA mapping.

The number of grid points in latent space (G) should be large in order to accurately

approximate a continuous latent space, but this must be balanced against the associated
rise in computation time.

6.3 Artificial Example

Fig. 6.2 shows an artificial 2D molecules data set, where each molecule consists of either
17 or 21 atoms. We stress that these are simply molecule-like objects that are useful for

illustrating the algorithm described in the previous section. There is no atom type or

properties associated with the atoms and the 'bonds' are added purely to aid visualiza¬
tion. The molecules were constructed in the following way:
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Figure 6.3: (a) Initial alignment of the point sets, (b) Learnt mean shape, (c) Learnt mean

shape including the 3-line representation used in Fig. 6.5 (see text), (d) The posterior
means (blue) and modes (red).

1. The central hexagon is common to all molecules.

2. The left hexagon rotates about the atom it shares with the central hexagon. The
angle of rotation is randomly sampled from a zero-mean Gaussian with standard
deviation 0.3.

3. The distance between the right hexagon and the central hexagon is randomly sam¬

pled from a Gaussian with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.3.

4. An upper hexagon is present if the rotation angle from step 2 is > 0.

After constructing the molecules, independent Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.03
is added to each point; this explains the slight irregularity of the hexagons in Fig. 6.2.
The global alignment of the shapes resulting from the construction procedure described
above is perturbed by applying a small random translation and rotation to each point set.
The initial alignment of all shapes is shown in Fig. 6.3a; see that some of the 21 point
clouds overlap. We note that in many applications, the initial alignment may be very

poor and application specific heuristics will be required for initialization - see Section
6.5.

We applied the approach described in the previous section using a linear mapping, a
two-dimensional latent space (L=2), a 30-by-30 grid (G=900) and a2 = 0.05 (this value
of a2 was used in all experiments). Scale invariance is not desirable when considering
molecules, so only translation and rotation were updated in CM-step 3 (Table 6.1). The
learnt mean shape is shown in Fig. 6.3b. Shapes associated with randomly sampled
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Figure 6.4: Shapes corresponding to randomly selected grid points in latent space.

grid points in latent space (i.e. generating shapes) are plotted in Fig. 6.4, where points
with p(k\g) < 1 / 10^T have been removed from the figure. It is clear that the model has
captured the variation known to be present in the data set and note that the upper hexagon
is only present when the rotation of the left hexagon is anti-clockwise. Sampling from
a continuous uniform prior over latent space (i.e. choosing non-grid points) produces
similar results to those in Fig. 6.4 so examples are omitted.

In Fig. 6.5, generating shapes are plotted at the position of their corresponding grid

point using the 3-line representation demonstrated in Fig. 6.3c. Note that the angle
between the red and black lines indicates the rotation angle described in step 2 above
and the length of the green line is the distance between the central and right hexagon
(step 3). The magenta circle is only included when p(k\g) > p(K + 1) (the probability
of choosing the outlier component) for all the upper four points of the top hexagon (step
4). We make the following observations about Fig. 6.5:

• The variation in the length of the green line corresponds to a principal component

running (approximately) top-left to bottom-right in latent space.

• The angle between the red and black lines corresponds to a principal component
along the other diagonal. Further, the same diagonal roughly captures the pres¬

ence/absence behavior of the magenta circle as we would hope (since we know
this has a deterministic dependence on the angle).

• The two systematic types of variation are represented by orthogonal directions in
latent space consistent with the independence of steps 2 and 3 above.

This simple interpretation of Fig. 6.5 is possible due to the variation present in this

particular data set and the fact that the latent space to data space mapping is linear.
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Figure 6.5: Each generating shape is shown at the position of the corresponding grid
point in latent space; only one fifth of the shapes are plotted for clarity.

To appreciate this, imagine traversing a straight line in latent space and observing the
movement that this induces in the K points of the generating shape. Since the mapping
is linear, each point traces out a straight line in R2. For the artificial data set considered
here, the points do indeed trace out roughly straight lines - the range of rotation for
the left hexagon is small so the curved paths traced by the points can be accurately
approximated by a straight line. Thus, assuming the learnt linear model is accurate, we
will observe straight principal directions in latent space.
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6.4 Nonlinear Example

We briefly consider a second, artificial data set (Fig. 6.6a) to demonstrate the importance
of using a nonlinear model where appropriate. Each shape consists of only four points;
all shapes have an identical triangular base, but the position of the highest point is sam¬

pled from a curve. There is only one mode of variation here, so a ID shape model (i.e. a
ID latent space, L= 1) is appropriate. Two models are considered:

1. A linear ID model with G = 50 grid points.

2. A nonlinear ID model with G = 50 grid points, U = 5 RBFs for the nonlinear

mapping and a prior variance (the regularization parameter) of v2 = 106.

Let us label the 'moving point' of the generating shape k = 1 (this is arbitrary) and
refer to the point itself as xi. The theoretical limitations of the above models are easily
understood by considering the change in position of x\ £ R2 as we traverse the latent

space - the discretized line between -1 and 1 with points indexed by g = 1,..., G. In
the linear model, xi = Wizg +/q (set (|>(zg) = z8 in eq.(6.3)), so the straight line latent
space is mapped to a straight line in M2. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6.6b which shows
the generating shapes for the linear model learnt using the data set in Fig. 6.6a. It is clear
that this model is inadequate. In contrast, the (discretized) curve along which xi moves
for a nonlinear model is given by xi = W^iz8) +pk, g = 1,..., G - note the nonlinear
transformation of the latent space point, (|)(zg). Fig. 6.6c-e shows the generating shapes
for the nonlinear model at various stages of learning. Though not perfect, the learnt
model (Fig. 6.6e) is obviously more accurate than the linear model (Fig. 6.6b).

The purpose of this example is to demonstrate the difference between linear and non¬

linear models in the simplest possible setting. The data is noise-free, the initial alignment
of the shared triangular base is perfect and the Procrustes alignment step (CM-step 3 in
Table 6.1) is omitted to make Fig. 6.6 as clear as possible.3 In real-world problems, it
will be more difficult to decide whether a nonlinear model is required. This issue, and
the challenge of model selection for PSM in general, will be addressed in future work.

3The results when this step is included are similar but slightly messier due to the small alignment
transformations. Generally, the correct alignment is not known and the alignment step is required.
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Figure 6.6: (a) The data set; all shapes share the same triangular base, but the position
of the top point is variable, (b) The generating shapes of a linear 1D model, (c-e) The

generating shapes of a nonlinear 1D model after 2, 15 and 150 iterations of the ECM

algorithm.

6.5 Steroid Data

We now consider a steroids data set which has been used to test other modeling algo¬
rithms [Wagener et al., 1995, Coats, 1998, Dryden et al., 2007].4 The objective in this
section is not a detailed biochemical analysis. Rather, we wish to demonstrate how easily
our approach can be applied to real chemoinformatics data in the hope that researchers
in this area will apply it to their own data.

The data set contains information on 31 steroid molecules, including the 3D coor¬

dinates of each atom - Fig. 6.7. Each molecule contains 4 carbon rings which can be
used to find a good initial alignment of the molecules [Dryden et al., 2007]. We first

analyze the data using a linear shape model with a ID latent space (G = 50). Fig. 6.8
shows the mean shape which is similar to its initial configuration - the steroid consisting
of the maximal number of atoms: n — 23 (cortisolacetat), 723 = K = 61. The red lines
at each point show the trajectory of the points as we move across latent space. The most
noticeable change is in the leftmost carbon loop; the upward motion on one side and
downward on the other results in this hexagon being folded away from the approximate
plane upon which the other carbon loops lie (also see Fig. 6.10). The CH3 group just to

4http://www2.ccc.uni-erlangen.de/services/steroids
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Figure 6.7: The steroid data set (N=31). Black - carbon, green - oxygen, magenta -

hydrogen; double bonds are shown in red.
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Figure 6.8: The mean steroid shape for a 1D linear PSM model. The red lines show the
movement of the atoms as we traverse latent space; the green crosses are the generating

shape corresponding to z=-1 in latent space.

1 •-1 1 1 m m ——»»««»< »» —1 1 — m

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 6.9: The posterior means (blue) and modes (red) for the linear 1D steroid model.

the right of this loop also undergoes significant motion. The posterior means and modes
are plotted in Fig. 6.9. The clear outlier on the extreme left corresponds to molecule
16 (etiocholanolone). Visual inspection of this molecule (Fig. 6.7, row 4, column 4)
confirms that the left hexagon is indeed folded away from the approximate plane of the
other loops. In Fig. 6.10 we consider a model with a two-dimensional latent space (with
a 20-by-20 grid) and plot some generating shapes at their corresponding position in this
latent space. The horizontal axis captures roughly the same variation as the ID model
illustrated in Fig. 6.8 - the end carbon loop (closest to us from this view) is folded over

on the leftmost shapes. We have focused on the movement of this carbon loop because it
is the most visually striking component of variation. However, in real chemoinformatics

problems, the importance of any variation in the movement or presence/absence behav¬
ior of atoms will be dependent on problem-specific information and domain knowledge.
For example, a researcher might be particularly interested in a specific region of the
molecules.
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Figure 6.10. Latent space for the steroid data; each shape is shown at the position of the
corresponding grid point in latent space. The bonds of the carbon rings are shown in redto aid interpretation.
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6.6 Discussion and Future Work

We have introduced a principled approach to modeling unordered point sets and shown
that it can learn accurate models from data sets for which the true generative process is
known (Sections 6.3 and 6.4). While the main contribution of this chapter is theoretical,
we note that point set modeling has applications in a variety of fields. Section 6.5 gives
an example of how PSM can be applied to chemoinformatics data. In computer vision,
modeling the positions of features sets such as edge point, corners or SIFT keypoints
[Lowe, 2004] could be used in object recognition.

PSM is based solely on the spatial locations of points, but could be extended to in¬
clude feature values at these points - e.g. atom type in chemoinformatics or local appear¬
ance in computer vision. The simplest way to incorporate such information would be to
follow the approach of Dryden et al. (2007) and assume that point position and feature
value are conditionally independent given the model parameters. Under this assump¬

tion, the likelihood in eq.(6.3) for the location of a point would simply be multiplied by
the likelihood of the feature value. However, there are many potential applications where
this independence assumption will not be suitable and hence, where the joint distribution
over position and feature values will not factorize. Future work on PSM will investigate
different approaches to incorporating feature information as well as addressing the im¬

portant problem of model selection.
While PSM can be applied to any collection of unordered point sets, it has not been

tested on dense point sets where exact pointwise correspondences may not exist (e.g. as
a result of sampling from lines or surfaces) or where the notion of a pointwise corre¬

spondence may be less natural (e.g. 2D shape silhouettes). There is a danger that PSM
may find it more difficult to distinguish between genuine shape variation and noise with
this type of data. If the noise variance (i.e. the variance of the small Gaussian about each
of the generating points) is too large, the algorithm could simply spread out the many

points of the mean shape and explain the data using a 'mean shape plus noise' model.
On the other hand, if the noise variance is not large enough to capture the additional

'correspondence noise' associated with dense point sets, the model will incorrectly treat
this noise as genuine shape variation. A possible solution to this problem would be to
use a relatively large noise variance and a mean shape with fewer points - essentially
sacrifice resolution for robustness. In particular, this strategy may be effective for dense
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point sets such as 2D silhouettes where the correspondence noise can be assumed to be

isotropic. For point sets representing lines or surfaces embedded in a higher-dimensional
space, the correspondence noise will be tangential to the mean line/surface and it may
be necessary to learn non-spherical noise Gaussians during parameter estimation.



Chapter 7

Class Models for Ordered Point Sets

In this chapter, we consider the problem of learning a class model from ordered point
sets - i.e. curves or contours. The Probabilistic Contour Model (PCM) introduced here is

conceptually similar to the Probabilistic Shape Model (PSM) introduced in the previous
chapter. However, the generative model now involves a 'generating curve' rather than a

'generating point set' and accordingly, the correspondence problems involve reparame-

terizing curves rather than labeling individual points.1

7.1 Introduction

Statistical shape models of 2D contours are used in medical image analysis and object

recognition. Many of the previous approaches to this problem are conceptually simi¬
lar [Kotcheff & Taylor, 1998,Taylor et al., 2000,Davies et al., 2002,Ericsson & Astrom,
2003b, Thodberg & Olafsdottir, 2003, Wang et al., 2004, Hladuvka & Buhler, 2005]:

given some observed points from multiple contours, fit curves (often polylines) to the
data and then slide points around each curve to find the optimal correspondence with re¬

spect to an objective function. Noise in the data is usually not modeled and a 'reference
shape' with fixed points/parameterization is typically required to prevent degenerate so¬

lutions whereby points cluster about a single region of the contour.
The method proposed by Kotcheff and Taylor (1998) forms the basis of much recent

work in this area. Given a Procrustes alignment of the training shapes, they monotoni-
cally reparameterize each training shape so as to minimize the determinant of the sample

'The material contained in this chapter is also described in [McNeill & Vijayakumar, 2007].

75
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covariance matrix. A Gaussian noise model with pre-specified variance is introduced to
avoid numerical problems. Davies et al. (2002) use a similar formulation, assuming
a Gaussian model over the training shapes and using the minimum description length
(MDL) framework to learn smooth reparameterization functions. MDL is typically used
for model selection whereby model complexity is balanced against the ability of the
model to explain the data. However, in the approach of Davies et al. (2002) the model is
fixed and the objective function is similar to that used by Kotcheff and Taylor (1998).

A number of modifications to theMDL approach have been proposed. Thodberg has
incorporated curvature information [Thodberg & Olafsdottir, 2003] and extended the
MDL technique to appearance models [Thodberg, 2003]. Efficient gradient-based tech¬
niques for learning reparameterization functions have been introduced for discrete [Er¬
icsson & Astrom, 2003b] and continuous shape representations [Hladuvka & Buhler,
2005]. Ericsson and Astrom (2003a) have proposed an alternative formulation to MDL
which is invariant to affine transformations and Cates et al. (2006) have recently pro¬

posed a novel particle-based approach.
In this chapter, we introduce the Probabilistic Contour Model (PCM) and the Non¬

linear Probabilistic Contour Model (NPCM).2 The generative model for PCM/NPCM
can be summarized as follows:

1. Sample a single point from a low-dimensional latent space.

2. Map the point to a 2D curve using a linear (PCM) or nonlinear (NPCM) mapping.

3. Reparameterize the curve, sample it and add Gaussian noise to the sample points
to generate the observed data.

The inclusion of an explicit low-dimensional latent space and noise model contrasts with

techniques which treat major and minor components of variation separately in the ob¬

jective function [Davies et al., 2002,Ericsson & Astrom, 2003b,Thodberg & Olafsdottir,
2003, Hladuvka & Buhler, 2005]. Neither the existing techniques nor PCM are designed
to handle nonlinear patterns of variation and we extend PCM to NPCM to address this
limitation. Since many data sets contain noise of unknown magnitude associated with
either the shapes themselves (e.g. due to random factors in the biological processes that

2In contrast to the previous chapter, it is natural to consider linear and nonlinear models separately
here - see Sections 7.3 and 7.4 for more details.
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generated them) or the image capturing and processing techniques used for shape extrac¬

tion, we estimate the noise variance during learning rather than specifying it a priori. In
PCM/NPCM, the underlying (noise-free) contours are effectively latent variables so un¬

like in other approaches, curves are not fitted to the data prior to learning the model.
Also, the observed data points remain fixed rather than being slid around, so there is no

danger of point clustering and hence, no need for a reference shape.

7.2 Shapes, Curves and Reparameterization Functions

(RFs)

We start by introducing the main components that will be used to construct a contour
model. An ordered 2D point set is represented by the matrix Y E R7x2, where each row
contains the coordinates of a single point and points are stacked in the order they appear

on the underlying contour. We will often consider the long vector y E R27 formed by
concatenating the x-coordinates and the y-coordinates:

y = vec(Y). (7.1)

A shape model is learnt from N ordered point sets, Yi,..., Y/v - note that shapes are in¬
dexed using subscript in this chapter. The PCM model introduced in the next section can

easily accommodate point sets of unequal size, but to avoid complicating the notation,
we will assume that each point set contains the same number of points, J. The 2D curve

responsible for generating Y„ is described by a linear combination of basis functions:

fn(t) = f(t)Kyn], (7.2)

where t is the curve parameter, \xn, \y„ E R^ are vectors of coefficients and

<K0 = (<M0,...,<k(f))r (7-3)

is a vector of basis functions. Again, we frequently consider the long vectors \n E R2A"
formed by concatenating v* and v^:

= vec([v£,v£]). (7.4)

For closed curves, the basis functions are periodic, e.g. Fourier, wrapped Cauchy, von
Mises, or periodic B-spline.
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Figure 7.1: (a) 4 of the 10 point sets from the box-bump data set; color represents the
value of the arc length parameter, (b) Curves associated with equal increments along the
1-dimensional latent space of a probabilistic contour model (PCM) that does not learn

reparameterization functions (RFs). (c) Latent space: the circles are the posterior means
of the 10 data shapes, the crosses are the latent variables of the curves in (b).

Given a training set, we assume that the same point (e.g. the top of the bump for the
shapes in Fig. 7.1a) varies in both its spatial location and the distance along the shape
perimeter at which it appears. The idea is to solve the correspondence problem by repa-

rameterizing the curves from which the points were sampled, allowing us to construct
a shape model over the spatial locations of corresponding points. This is demonstrated
in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 where an initial poor correspondence between training shapes (Fig.
7.1a - the color of the bump on the leftmost shape is noticeably different from that on
the rightmost) is improved (Fig. 7.2a) leading to a better shape model - the generated

shapes in Fig. 7.2b resemble the training shapes more than those in Fig. 7.1b. For further
details of the box-bump experiment, refer to Section 7.6.1.

We now consider curve reparameterization in more detail and introduce a monotonic

reparameterization function (RF), gn(t), for each curve, fn{t). RFs can be expressed as

the integral of a linear combination of basis functions where both the basis functions
and the coefficients are non-negative [Davies et al., 2002, Hladuvka & Buhler, 2005].
To avoid these non-negativity constraints, we use a 'monotonicity operator' [Ramsay &
Silverman, 2005]: take an unconstrained linear combination of arbitrary basis functions,
exponentiate to ensure positivity and then integrate to ensure monotonicity. Ramsay
and Silverman (2005) have successfully applied this idea to curve registration using an

intuitive least-squares error function. Here, registration is carried out with respect to the
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0 2 4 6

Polygonal arc length

Figure 7.2: PCM for the bump-box data: (a) The reparameterized data shapes; color

represents the value of the 'reference time' parameter, (b) Curves associated with equal

increments along the latent space, (c) The latent space, (d) The RFs. (e) Graphical
model for PCM.

latent variable models introduced in the following sections.
Closed curves are more difficult to model than open curves since the start point

on each shape is generally unknown and hence, each RF must contain a shift para¬
meter. Focusing on the closed curve problem, we define the RF for the n-th shape,
8nit). [0,2tc] * [cn,27C ~hcn] as

„ /oexp(vj/7(x)an)rfx , _8n\t) — 271 2ji , t, s n , ~hcni (7.5)
f0nexp(\i/T(T)an)dT

where \\f = (\|/i(t),..., is a vector of basis functions and an e is a vector of
coefficients. The values t — cn and t = 2n + cn correspond to the same point on the curve
so, assuming that smooth RFs are desired, we should ensure that the derivative of gn(t)
is equal at cn and 2ji + cn. This is most easily achieved by using smooth 27t-periodic
basis functions.
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For each curve n, we approximate the value of the arc length parameter at each
observed point using the polygonal approximation to the contour (this is only used for
initialization and need not be particularly accurate). These values are normalized to lie
in [0, 2tz] and then stored in the vector

tn = (tn\ i t>i2i ■ • • dnj) ■ (7.6)

Combining eqs.(7.2),(7.5) and (7.6), we can see that the point set Y„ is approximated by
evaluating the composite function fn(gn(t)) at the entries of tn. The same approximation
can be written in terms of the long vectors yn (eq.(7.1)) and \n (eq.(7.4)) and expressed
as a generalized linear regression on gn(t):

(7.7)

where <f>n e R2-/x2^ is the design matrix defined as

^n=( ® j; [^n]jk=Ugn(tnj)). (7.8)
\ ^ J

By initializing each gn to the identity function, we initially estimate the correspondences
using arc length. During learning, the tn remain fixed but the gn change. We are now in
a position to define the probabilistic model.

7.3 Probabilistic Contour Model (PCM)

As in the previous chapter, we assume that the intrinsic dimensionality of the data is
low and accordingly, use a latent variable model with a low-dimensional latent space
- Fig. 7.2e. Letting z„ 6 RL be the latent variable associated with shape n (typically
L <C K <C J), the prior distribution of the i.i.d. zn is assumed to be a spherical Gaussian

0,Il). (7.9)

The key component of the model is the conditional distribution

y»|zn ~ H. (®n(Wz„ +p),C2l2j), (7.10)

where o2 G R is the noise variance, W 6 M?KxL is a linear mapping from latent space to
coefficient space (which contains the \n introduced in the previous section) and p € R2a:
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is the mean coefficient vector. There is independent Gaussian noise of equal magnitude
on all output dimensions which amounts to a circular Gaussian about each of the J
observed 2D points. It is easily shown that the marginal distribution of yn is

yn ~ + tf2I2y), (7.11)

and that the posterior distribution is given by

Zn\yn ~ # (M„"!Wr<(y„ - <Pnp),G2M~l ), (7.12)

where

M„ = Wr<D[<J>„W + G2IL. (7-13)

The generative model is strongly related to probabilistic principal component analy¬
sis (PPCA) [Bishop, 2006]. However, rather than learning a linear mapping from the
latent space directly to the data space, we map the latent space to the coefficients of the
curve. The curve associated with these coefficients is then evaluated at the 'warped time
points' gn{tn\),gn(tn2),---,gn{tnj) and the data points are generated by small isotropic
Gaussians centered at each of the evaluated points. Note that once the model parame¬
ters have been estimated, all new curves generated from the model are functions of the
same 'reference time' parameter (i.e. they are correctly corresponded) and need not be
reparameterized.

Having considered all the distributions, the next step is to estimate the model para¬
meters. In PPCA, the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the parameters can be

computed in closed form or using the EM algorithm [Bishop, 2006]. Here, the presence

of the RFs complicates parameter estimation and there is no closed form solution for the
MLEs and no exact M-step for the EM algorithm. However, minimizing the expectation
of the complete log-likelihood with respect to one of W, jj, a2, {ai, c\,..., a^, c^} while
holding the others fixed is reasonably straightforward and leads to the ECM algorithm
in Table 7.1. Note that there is no closed form expression for {an,cn}new (eq.(7.18))
so a nonlinear optimization technique is required. In all experiments, the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm was used for this minimization and the trapezoidal rule was used
to evaluate the RFs (eq.(7.5)).

As with other approaches, it is assumed that scale, translation and rotation are nui¬
sance transformations that do not alter the actual shape of a contour. Rather than com¬

plicating the model by including these transformations in the conditional distribution
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p(yn\zn) (eq.(7.10)), we have found that transforming each point set Y„ so as to maxi¬
mize the expected complete log-likelihood works well in practice, i.e. we maximize the
same objective function used for parameter estimation, but transform the data shapes
rather than the model. Since the posterior distribution p(zn\yn) is Gaussian, this maxi¬
mization reduces to a standard Procrustes matching problem between Y„ and the point
set corresponding to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of zn. Scale is not in¬
cluded in the optimization since this would enable the model to produce a high likelihood
by simply shrinking all the point sets. To remove the impact of scale, all point sets are

normalized to have equal size, where size is defined as the mean squared distance from
the centroid.

Note that in contrast to the PSM model of the previous chapter, there is no need to

discretize the latent space here - i.e. we are not faced with intractable integrals over

the latent space. Indeed, by combining a linear model with the Gaussian distribu¬
tions in eqs.(7.9) and (7.10), the marginal and posterior distributions are also Gaussian
(eqs.(7.11) and (7.12)) and the M-step updates in the ECM algorithm are easily derived
(Table 7.1).3 In the next section, we consider nonlinear models where it will once again
be necessary to discretize the latent space.

7.4 Nonlinear PCM (NPCM)

In PCM, the marginal distribution p(yn) is Gaussian (eq.(7.11)) and hence, the distrib¬
ution of each 2D boundary point is Gaussian. Such a model is not suitable for data sets

displaying non-linear variation (e.g. where a single point traces out a curved path), but
this limitation is not unique to PCM; to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing

algorithms for learning the correspondences and the model simultaneously are designed
to handle nonlinear shape variation. In contrast, a variety of techniques have been pro¬

posed for handling complex shape variation when the correspondence between training

shapes is known. For example, one can fit a mixture of Gaussians to a low dimensional
representation of the data rather than a single Gaussian [Cootes & Taylor, 1999], Al¬

ternatively, one can focus on the mapping between data space and latent space. This is
the approach taken by Twining and Taylor (2001), where standard PCA is replaced with

3Recall that mixtures of Gaussians were used in Chapter 6 and that the model could be linear or
nonlinear.
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Table 7.1: ECM algorithm for learning a Probabilistic Contour Model (PCM).

E-step Compute the sufficient statistics using the current parameter values (the following
expectations are taken with respect to the distributions p(zn\yn))\

E[z„]=MM-1Wr^(yn-4>„Ju), E[znzTn]=o2M;l+E[zn]E[zn]T. (7.14)

CM-steps Update the parameters using the sufficient statistics; repeat E-step between
each CM step. Numerical optimization (Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) is used in
eq.(7.18). The <8> symbol denotes the Kronecker product.

1. Noise variance (see eq.(7.10)):

<4*=2Jfjt (lly- - <MI2 - 2E[z„]7W^ (y„ - + Tr(E[z,,z^]W/<jT<f>„W)). (7.15)
2. Mean curve coefficient vector (see eq.(7.10)):

f N \ _1 N
/W= E^-^WE^]). (7.16)

\«=1 J n=1

3. Mapping from latent space to curve coefficient space (see eq.(7.10)):

Vec(Wnw) = ^EE[z«z[] ® vec ^E (y'n - <fV/)E[z„]r
4. Parameters of reparameterization functions (see eq.(7.5)):

{an,cn}new = arg min -||y„-0/!^||2 + 2E[z„]7'W7"^(yn -<&n/j) -Tr(E[z„z[]WrOj<I)„W).
(7.18)

Procrustes Step Rotate and translate each point set Y„ so as to minimize ||y„ —

$„(WE[z„] — p)\\2 (recall that y„ = vec(Y„)). This is a Procrustes problem which can
be solved as described in Section 2.3, but where scale is excluded from the optimization.
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kernel PCA.

In this section, we extend PCM to nonlinear PCM (NPCM) by allowing the mapping
from latent space to coefficient space to be nonlinear. As in Chapter 6, this is achieved
by passing the latent variable through a set of nonlinear basis functions. The modified
conditional distribution (cf eq.(7.10)) is given by

y„|z„ ~ aC (4>„(Wy(z„) +p),o2I2J), (7.19)

where

y(z„) ee (Yi(zn),y2(z„),...,yi/(z„))r (7.20)

is a vector of basis functions with yu(z):RL —> R and W is now a 2K x U matrix.
The nonlinearity introduced in eq.(7.19) allows the marginal distribution p(yn) to be

non-Gaussian, enabling us to capture more complex types of shape variation. However,
eq.(7.19) also complicates the expression for the expected complete log-likelihood and
we can no longer derive a clean ECM algorithm (cf. Table 7.1). As in the previous chap¬
ter, we overcome this by problem by switching from a Gaussian prior to a discretized
uniform prior:

pW = 7;E8(z«-z«). (7-21)Gg=i
where the zg are grid points of the latent space. For each n, the grid prior gives rise to a
constrained G-component Gaussian mixture model in data space: each zg is mapped to
a coefficient vectorWy(zg) + p, the curve associated with these coefficients is evaluated
at gn{tnj) (j = 1,2,...,/) and a spherical Gaussian is placed at each of the / 2D points.
Since yn £ R2J, each component of the mixture model is formally a spherical Gaussian
of dimension 2J.

As discussed above, the linear PCM model may be too simple and hence, unable
to explain shape variation even given the correct RFs. Conversely, with NPCM there
is the danger of overfitting: the model may be too complex and will be able explain
shape variation given incorrect RFs. The natural solution to this problem is to guide
the algorithm towards smooth mappings by regularizing W. As in GTM [Bishop et al.,
1998] and the PSM model of Chapter 6, we define a radially-symmetric Gaussian prior
over the entries of W:

/ 1 \UK ( 1 2K u )
P(W,V)={2^) <7'22)
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and use the MAP estimate to update W in the M-step (eq.(7.26)). The model parameters
are estimated using the ECM algorithm in Table 7.2.4

7.5 Implementation

To implement PCM, the user must specify the following parameters:

L - the number of latent space dimensions (1, except in Section 7.6.2).

K - the number of curve basis functions for x and y coordinates (50).

Q - the number of RF basis functions (8).

The numbers in brackets are the values used in our experiments. The low-dimension
of the latent space combined with the noise model essentially regularizes the curves -

it decides what constitutes genuine shape variation. Thus, we can choose a large K
and not worry about overfitting. The RFs are not regularized but this could easily be
incorporated. The choice of L is an important model selection problem and future work
will consider automatic selection of this parameter.

In all experiments, von Mises shaped unimodal periodic basis functions were used
for both the curves and the RFs:

<K*; pq, k) = eKC0S(?-p^ / eK, (7.28)

where pq is the center and k is the width parameter. Given K (or Q), the centers were

placed at equal intervals in [0, 2tc] and k was fixed at Kj2 (or (7/2). Note that multi-
scale RFs could be investigated (without changing the model or its implementation) by
including basis functions of different widths.

To initialize PCM, the point sets are aligned to the mean (with respect to the initial
correspondences) using generalized Procrustes matching, a 2D curve is fitted to each
point set and then PPCA on the coefficient vectors is used to initialize p, a and W.5 The
RFs are initialized to the identity function by setting an = 0 and cn = 0 (eq.(7.5)). The

4A hard assignment is used during the Procrustes step to improve efficiency.
5For many choices of basis function, isotropic noise on the coefficients does not equate to noise of

equal magnitude at each boundary point. This is one of the problems associated with fitting fixed curves
to the data points and then modeling the curve coefficients directly. Here, the fitted curves are only used
for initialization.
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Table 7.2: ECM algorithm for learning a Nonlinear Probabilistic Contour Model (NPCM).

E-step Compute the responsibilities using the current parameter values and eq.(7.19):

p(Islyn) ~ <7,23)

CM-steps Update the parameters; numerical optimization (Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm) is used in eq.(7.27).

1. Noise variance (see eq.(7.10)):

<&w= ^jY<PMn)\\yn-®n(Wy(zg)+p)\\2. (7.24)
n,g

2. Mean curve coefficient vector (see eq.(7.10)):

Pnew = (E (L ^(Zgly«)) (Vn ~ ®nW«fag))- (7.25)
\n=l \g=l J J n>8

3. Mapping from transformed latent space to curve coefficient space (see eq.(7.10)):

vec(W„ew) = (zg|y„) (y(zg)yr (zg)) 0 (<J>J<t>„) +

x vec (j^p(zg\yn)$>Tn (y„ - <b„p)yr(zg)\ . (7.26)
4. Parameters of reparameterization functions (see eq.(7.5)):

{oc^, cn }new = arg min ]Tp(zg|y„)||y„ -4>„(Wy(zg) +p)\\2. (7.27){a»,cn} g

Procrustes Step Rotate and translate each Yn to match the point set associated with

argmaxz^ p(zg|y„).
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data sets used in Section 7.6 were chosen to enable comparison with other techniques
and in all cases, the first point of each shape is correctly corresponded across training
examples. Since this information may not be available in some applications, it is worth
noting that PCM/NPCM only requires rough initial correspondences and that there are

accurate, efficient algorithms for finding these (e.g. CPM, Chapter 3).
PCM is surprisingly robust and if a data set contains nonlinear variation, it tends to

produce as good a linear model as we might hope for rather than failing completely.
This suggests using PCM to initialize NPCM which can be achieved by setting the first
L entries of y(z) in eq.(7.20) equal to the entries of z, setting the first L columns of W in
eq.(7.19) equal to the appropriately scaled W from PCM (eq.(7.10)) and the remaining
entries to zero. There are alternative ways in which PCM could be used to initialize
NPCM but we have found this approach to work well in practice. It is straightforward
to assign a different prior variance to the entries ofW associated with different types of
basis function, but in our experiments we used the single default value given below. The
additional parameters required for NPCM are:

G - the number of grid points in latent space (50, except in Section 7.6.2).

U - the number of basis functions for the latent space —> coefficient space mapping (1
linear + 8 radial basis functions (RBFs), except in Section 7.6.2).

v2 - the prior variance on the entries of W (0.1).

As noted in Section 6.2.3, G should be large in order to accurately approximate a con¬

tinuous latent space. Gaussian shaped RBFs were used with centers placed on a uniform
grid containing U — L vertices and with the variance fixed so that neighboring centers

were two standard deviations apart.
The algorithms were implemented in Matlab on a 1.6GHz Intel Centrino Duo ma¬

chine. In all experiments, 200 EM iterations were used for both PCM and NPCM (200

E-steps, 40 each of the CM/Procrustes steps). Learning the shape model for a data set
of 22 shapes, each described by 128 points and using the default parameters above took
<3min for PCM and <9min for NPCM.
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7.6 Experiments and Evaluations

7.6.1 Illustrative Examples: Box-bump Data

Fig. 7.1a shows a 'box-bump' data set similar to that used by Davies (2002), Hladuvka
and Buhler (2005) and Ericsson and Karlsson (2006). Shapes generated from a model
with fixed arc-length RFs are shown in Fig. 7.1b. The resemblance between the data
shapes and the generated shapes is poor (e.g. the bump of the mean shape plotted in the
center of Fig. 7.1b is low and elongated) demonstrating, as has been done in the past,

that arc length parameterization produces a poor shape model for this type of data.
Note that unlike most natural data sets, the distribution of the shapes in Fig. 7.1a

is uniform given the correct correspondence. For example, the point at the top of the
bump is located at equal increments along a straight line as the bump moves from left to
right. The same is true of all points on the top of the shape (including non-bump points),
whereas points on the side and base of the shapes do not move at all. Given this uniform
distribution in data space and the fact that PCM is a linear model, we would expect the
posterior means of the training shapes to be uniformly distributed in latent space if the
learnt model is accurate. As can be seen in Fig. 7.1c, the posterior means (circles) are
neither uniformly distributed nor do they reflect the Gaussian prior .

The results of applying PCM to the box-bumps are summarized in Fig. 7.2. The slight
rotations of the shapes in the figures are those applied by PCM during the Procrustes

step; as would be expected, the generated shapes are similarly rotated. These alignment
transformations are included in the figures for completeness, but note that the orientation
of the shapes is of no importance when assessing the accuracy of the shape model. In
contrast to Fig. 7.1b, the generated shapes in Fig. 7.2b closely resemble the data shapes

indicating that an accurate shape model has been learnt. Also, the learnt correspondences
in Fig. 7.2a are better than those associated with arc length in Fig. 7.1a - the color
distribution on each bump is approximately the same in Fig. 7.2a. The RFs responsible
for these improved correspondences are plotted in Fig. 7.2d. Finally, Fig. 7.2c (circles)
shows the ID latent space with each training shape represented by its posterior mean -
the mean of the Gaussian in eq.(7.12). Note that the circles are now uniformly spaced.

In Fig. 7.3a, each point of the box-bump shapes has been contaminated with inde¬
pendent Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.3. PCM is robust to this type of noise by
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Figure 7.3: (a) Noisy box-bump data with learnt parameterizations. (b) Curves associ¬

ated with equal increments in latent space, (c) Latent space.

construction and learns a reasonably accurate model with an estimated standard devia¬
tion of 0.26. Note that the generated shapes in Fig. 7.3b reflect the true shape variation

despite the large noise variance and there being only 10 training shapes.

7.6.2 Dimensionality Reduction/Visualization

Standard dimensionality techniques such as PCA, PPCA [Tipping & Bishop, 1999], fac¬
tor analysis [Mardia et al., 1979], multidimensional scaling [Cox & Cox, 2000], and
GTM [Bishop et al., 1998] can be used to visualize high-dimensional data sets by pro¬

jecting the data points into a lower dimensional space. In just the same way, we can use

PCM/NPCM to visualize high-dimensional shape data (here the data has dimension 27)
by projecting each data shape onto the latent space. An example of this is shown in Fig.
7.4 using a data set comprised of the 12 shark shapes used in Section 7.6.4 and the 11
fish/shark shapes from Kimia's data set [Sebastian et al., 2004], Each shape is plotted
at the position of its posterior mean, E[zn], where the expectation is taken with respect
to the distribution p{z„|y„). For the 2D NPCM model, we used G=252, U=21 (2 linear
basis functions and 52 = 25 RBFs) and 200 iterations of the ECM algorithm.

In real-world problems, the reasons for carrying out data visualization are task-

specific. Here, we are merely demonstrating how PCM/NPCM can be used for visu¬
alization; our objective is not to draw conclusions or generate hypothesis about this

particular data set.
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Figure 7,4: Each data shape is shown at the position of its posterior mean, (a) PCM with
no RFs. (b) PCM. (c) NPCM.
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Figure 7.5: Examples of using PCM for pairwise matching.

7.6.3 Pairwise Matching

PCM can be used to solve pairwise matching problems by simply treating the two shapes
as a data set of size 2. A detailed model of shape variation cannot be learnt from such
a small data set, so all entries of the matrix W in eq.(7.10) are set equal to zero. This

effectively simplifies PCM to a mean shape plus noise model. The approach is illustrated
in Fig. 7.5 on pairs of shapes from the data sets used by Ericsson and Karlsson (2006) -
these are discussed in detail in the next section. For each pair of shapes, we have plotted
the contours and then highlighted points at regular increments of either the arc length
parameter (left column) or the learnt 'reference time' parameter (right column). It is
clear that many pairs of points are not correctly corresponded in the left column but all
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the learnt correspondences in the right column seem reasonable. Note that the matching

algorithm is symmetric and involves reparameterizing both shapes in order to maximize
the likelihood.

The illustrative examples in Fig. 7.5 indicate that PCM can improve upon arc length
based correspondence in non-trivial pairwise matching problems. In the next section, we

quantify this improvement for the more complex problem of learning class models from
multiple training shapes.

7.6.4 Benchmark Data Sets

Ericsson and Karlsson (2006) recently evaluated state-of-the-art algorithms using their

"ground truth correspondence measure" (GCM) which avoids problems associated with
the compactness, specificity and generality measures used by Davies (2002). To com¬

pute the GCM, multiple independent observers identify a pre-specified set of landmarks
on each shape. The resulting distribution of landmarks is then compared to the esti¬
mated landmark positions given by the algorithm under evaluation. In simple terms,
the GCM is the error in an algorithm's approximation of the ground truth. Table 7.3
shows the GCM values for five shape classes. The second row gives the GCM for an arc

length parameterization and subsequent rows give the GCM for different algorithms as

a percentage ofthe arc length GCM. The algorithms tested include variants of the MDL

approach: the "cur" algorithms use curvature, algorithms 3-5 use different techniques
to prevent degenerate solutions (point clustering - a problem that does not arise with
PCM/NPCM) and the AIAS+MDL algorithms combine MDL with an affine invariant

approach [Ericsson & Astrom, 2003a]. Note that different algorithms perform well on
different data sets. For example, the AIAS+MDL algorithms perform very well on the
birds data and curvature information seems to be useful for the flightbirds data. This
suggests that low-level choices regarding transformation invariance and shape features
are important but application dependent.

The 128-point shapes and ground truth information used by Ericsson and Karlsson
(2006) were used to compute the results in Table 7.4.6 Aside from the poor performance

6Six closed curve data sets were provided but we had difficulty processing the box-bump data and
ground truth, so this data set is omitted (but see Section 7.6.1). Also, we are trying to identify the cause
of small discrepancies between the arc length GCM values reported here and those published by Ericsson
and Karlsson (2006) (0.1-3.4% - 2nd row, Tables 7.3 and 7.4).
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Table 7.3: Ground Truth Correspondence Measure for existing algorithms - from Ericsson

and Karlsson (2006).

Algorithm sharks birds flightbirds rats forks

Arc length 15.55 22.88 7.12 13.37 19.11

Residual error (%):
1. MDL 27 65 56 29 19

2. MDL,cur 22 80 45 27 23

3. MDL,me 29 92 62 30 20

4. MDL,nodecost 26 67 56 29 19

5. MDL,par 24 62 48 28 18

6. AIAS,MDL 22 23 58 28 20

7. AIAS,MDL,cur 22 24 48 27 24

8. Eucl 44 60 59 37 27

9. Eucl,cur 29 55 54 35 29

10. Cur 22 111 46 29 31

on the rats data, PCM performs reasonably well and NPCM performs very well. It is

important to note at this point that PCM/NPCM is not a variant of an existing technique

(ic.f Table 7.3). Rather, it is a novel approach to learning shape models with application

independent advantages over existing techniques (Section 7.1). As with MDL, variants
of the basic PCM/NPCM algorithms {e.g. incorporating curvature) could easily be intro¬
duced.

Table 7.4: Ground Truth Correspondence Measure: PCM/NPCM.

Algorithm sharks birds flightbirds rats forks

Arc length 15.65 22.91 6.93 13.84 19.19

Residual error (%):
1. PCM 27 56 52 76 20

2. NPCM 21 42 47 51 15
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7.7 Discussion

We have presented a generative probabilistic approach to modeling shape contours which
overcomes many of the problems associated with existing algorithms. Future work will
focus on model selection, extensions to 3D data and investigating mechanisms for han¬

dling outliers in both latent space (outlying shapes), and data space (outlying points,
often due to occlusion or missing parts).



Chapter 8

Contributions and Future Work

In this chapter, we review the contributions of this thesis and our plans for future work.

8.1 Main Contributions

A multiscale segment-based contour matching algorithm
The hierarchical Procrustes matching (HPM) algorithm described in Chapter 4 is intu¬
itive and effective. Matching segments at a variety of scales avoids problems with purely
global or local approaches and the coarse-to-fine matching strategy (i.e. matching ever

shorter segments) increases robustness and speed. For a fixed set of parameter values,
HPM performed very well on several benchmark retrieval tests. This contrasts with
many other algorithms reported in the literature where results have only been reported
for a single data set, or different parameter values were used for each data set.

Extension of probabilistic shape matching to part-based shapes

Shapes which display part-based variation are common but notoriously difficult to match.
In Section 5.3, we extended probabilistic point matching (PPM) to handle part-based
shapes and presented a sequential initialization algorithm for selecting the number of
parts. This was successfully applied to examples involving both isolated shapes and real
images, though further work is needed to assess the robustness of the approach.

A probabilistic model for unordered point sets
Most interesting data sets contain coherent linear or nonlinear shape variation. How-

95
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ever, previous work on modeling unordered point sets has focused on corresponding the
training shapes to a single mean shape - i.e. the shape variation of interest has not been
included in the model. In Chapter 6, we presented the probabilistic shape model (PSM)
which can be used to simultaneously correspond shapes and extract the significant com¬

ponents of shape variation. The approach was found to be effective on both artificial
(2D) and real (3D) chemoinformatics data sets.

A probabilistic model for ordered point sets

Despite the large amount of research on modeling shape contours, the popular curve

reparameterization approaches are typically unable to handle nonlinear variation or noise
and also, require a hand-labeled reference shape to prevent degenerate solutions. The
(nonlinear) probabilistic contour model ((N)PCM) presented in Chapter 7 is not subject
to any of these limitations and performed well on benchmark data sets.

8.2 Future Work

We have made extensive use of the EM algorithm in Chapters 5-7. As discussed in

Chapter 5, the soft correspondence used by EM makes it less prone to local minima

problems than techniques such as ICP [Besl & McKay, 1992] that use a hard corre¬

spondence. However, EM is still an iterative algorithm that can produce sub-optimal
parameter estimates and we would like to carry out further empirical investigations to
assess the sensitivity of our techniques to initialization. For example, the robustness of
the matching algorithms in Chapter 5 could be investigated by considering multiple ini¬
tial alignments for each problem (either chosen at random or relating to fixed increments
in parameter space) and observing how often the correct alignment is recovered. This
type of analysis could indicate how many random starts should be used in real-world

problems or alternatively, how accurate any initialization heuristic should be.
Chapters 4-7 contain details of how the work described in individual chapters might

be extended. There are also interesting possibilities for future work which involve com¬

bining ideas from various chapters:

Modeling part-based shapes
In Chapters 6 and 7, ideas from probabilistic pairwise matching (Chapter 5) were used to
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develop class models for unordered point sets and contours. Similarly, the work on part-

based pairwise matching in Section 5.3 could be used to develop a model for part-based
shapes. Part-based models of unordered point sets could be particularly useful in some

chemoinformatics problems where shape variation is dominated by spatially localized
chemical groups undergoing significant movement relative to the rest of the molecule
- i.e. when the variation contained in the data set cannot be adequately described us¬

ing continuous global transformations. Part-based models of contours could be used for

recognition of articulated objects in computer vision.

Combining contour and point data

Shapes are often composed of points and lines. In computer vision, we may have access

to an object's boundary as well as the position and values of various features - e.g. the
boundary of a face and the position and color of the eyes. Combining our work on un¬

ordered and ordered point sets would allow us to utilize both types of information in a

single model.

We note that the above extensions could be achieved in a straightforward and princi¬

pled fashion due to the consistent use of generative probabilistic models in Chapters
5-7.
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